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Abstract

~ This research effort was conducted to analyze the

potential impact of several recent foreign military sales

(FMS) policy changes on the Defense Industrial Base (DIB)

and in turn the Department of Defense (DOD). Policy

changes examined included the deletion of the one to four

percent profit factor for FMS contracts from the weighted

guidelines profit formula and President Carter’s 16 May

1977 policy statement on conventional arms transfers.

The analysis of the effects of FMS policy changes

began by examining the effects of FMS on the US economy,

US government, and the DIB. This portion of the research

f ~~ :ort provided the background for the evaluation of the

effects of the FMS policy changes. FMS has a significant

effect on the US economy, government, and DIB. FMS directly

affects the gross national product, balance of trade,

unemployment rates, and several other economic indicators.

The US government/DOD incur significant cost savings on

foreign military sales from R&D recoupments, tax recoupment,

shared overhead costs, learning curve effects, and reduced

production line closings and openings. The DIB is strongly
A
Rffected by the volume and value of foreign military sales.

In fact) some sectors of the DIB are economically dependent

on FMS.~~~

Information concerning the effects of FMS policy

0 changes on the aerospace industry/DIB was obtained in/(~L.
/’1J -- -
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I interviews and discussions with 15 government personnel who

work directly with FMS contracts. The interview responses

indicated that the FMS policy changes examined have had

very few short term effects on the DIB. However ,

• several of the changes do have the potential to significantly

affect the DIB in the long term. The deletion of the FMS

profit factor and the proposed ban on modifications of

advanced weapon systems for FMS appear to have the greatest

potential to economically affect the DIB. The reduction

in profits as yet has had little effect on the DID, but

could lead to further erosion of the DID. The ban on

modifications could significantly affect the volume of

current and future foreign military sales. The FMS ceiling

• - and the ban of R&D solely for FMS have some effects on the

DIB, but the effects appear to be less dramatic. — -

I
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THE ECONOMICS OF FMS:
- 

- 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF FMS POLICY CHANGES

I. FMS LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

Lend—Lease

• The evolution of the present foreign military sales

= 
I (FMS ) programs began in 1940. In the autumn of that year ,

— 
the British treasury disclosed that its financial resources

were so depleted that it would not be able to pay for

- American munitions and armaments necessary for waging war.

• This announcement presented the United States government

with a d i f f icul t  political and moral dilemma ; since the 1935

Neutrality Act, modified in 1939, permitted shipments of

arms to belligerents only on a cash and carry basis. How-

ever , this d ilemma was ended by President Roosevelt ’s 1941

state of the union address in which he advocated continued

aid to the Allies on the basis of our own national defense

and considerations of morality (Ref 58:262).

• In response to the President ’s address, House Resolution

• 1776 was introduced in late January of 1941. This bill,

more commonly known as the Lend-Lease Act, authorized the

President to manufacture and secure defense articles for

- foreign governments whose defense was deemed vital to the

United States. In short, the Lend-Lease Act represented a

~ ( ; shift in US foreign policy.

~fk~ - 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



- ~~~ Lend-Lease was an ingenious device to aid the
allies short of war , to organize the expansion
of the war indt~~t -y  in the United States while
still nominally neutral , to develop a system
of procurement through the government and thus
prevent an excessive rise of the pr ices of war
goods , and to unite the publ ic opinion behind a
positive foreign policy (Re f 5 8 : 2 6 3 ) .

The Lend-Lease Act met most of these objectives, but more

importantly it prepared the US for its eventual entry into

• the war .

The US entered the war in December of 1941 , but con-

tinued to deliver war material under the auspices of the

Lend-Lease Act until Japan ’s surrender in August ot 1945.

The total value of these deliveries exceeded 49 billion

dollars, most of which was never repaid due to the poor

economic conditions in Europe. As a result of this expe-

rience, most post war economic and military assistance was

in the form of grant aid .

Security Assistance Plans

In 1947 the National Security Act created the military

assistance programs (MAP) . These programs were grant aid

loans , with no obligation for repayment, and were designed

to assist nations in repelling communist aggressions. The

• first recipients of this aid were Greece and Turkey, but

eventually the progra- s were extended to other of our allies

such as the Philippi.•~s and China. This legislation,

commonly referred to as the “Truman Doctrine” , is generally

) accepted as the Urited States ’ initial commitment to 
the2



• principle of collective security and is recognized as the

genesis of later security assistance programs (Ref 47:5).

The Economic Cooperation Act was enacted in 1948. This

act , known as the “Marshal Plan” , was designed to provide

non-military economic assistance to war torn Europe. How-

ever , mil itary aid soon became available when , in 1949, the

US entered into a mutual secur ity pact called the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

Following the creation of NATO, President Truman

appealed to Congress for legislation that would provide

military aid to our allies. As a result of this appeal , the

Mutual Defense Act of 1949 was passed. This act authorized

military grant aid to countries considered vital to the

defense of the US and permitted sales of military equipment

to other friendly countries. This authority was continued

throughout the 1950’ s by a sequence of mutual security acts

which broadened in scope as the US joined other collective

security pacts suCh as the Rio Pact, South East Asia Trea ty

Organization (SEATO), and Australia-New Zealand-United

States (ANZUS) .

The mutual security acts of the 1950 ’ s, even though

oriented towards grant aid, provided some direction and

f control for foreign military sales programs. Notable

legislative provisions included the creation of the Corn-

mercial Munitions Export Control List, which is still in

effect today (1978), and the Credit Sales Revolving Fund .

0

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _   
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C However, these actions had little effect on foreign military

sales until fiscal year 1958. Prior to this time, foreign
I 

- military sales were negligible primarily due to the slow

recovery of the European economy and the US pricing policies

in effect at the time. The establishment of more competitive

pricing policies and the economic recovery of several

European allies bolstered foreign military sales during the

late 1950’ s, but grant aid remained the dominate arms

transfer mode into the 1960’ s (R ef 4 9 : 5 2 ) .

• Foreign Assistance Act of 1961

In the early 1960’ s there was a growing public concern

about the size and value of the US “give away” programs

( 

(grant a id ) .  These programs, especially military assistance

programs, came under scrutiny because of their drain on the

economy , their unfavorable impact on the balance of pay-

ments, and their adverse reduction of supplies and equipment

available to the US armed services. As a result of this

scrutiny, the Kennedy administration proposed certain

changes in the legislative structure and execution of

• foreign assistance programs. These changes were implemented

in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (FAA/61) and were

designed to give new vigor , purpose , and direction to the US

foreign aid programs.

Following the 1961 act, there was a vigorous export

sales program in the United States (Ref 44:78). This

0 program was managed by the Office of International Logistics



Negotiations which was created by Secretary of Defense

McNamara to promote the sale of military equipment abroad.

In pursuing its objectives, this office actively engaged in

a sales campaign which included participation in inter-

national trade shows , aggressive salesmanship, and the

arrangement of financing for purchasing nations.

Further emphasis on FMS was given by instructions

• issued to the secretaries of the military services in 1963.

In these instructions the Defense Secretary stressed the

objectives to be met in foreign military sales as:

(1) Promote the defensive strength of our
allies, consistent with our political-
economic objectives, (2 )  Promote the concept
of cooperative logistics and standardization
with our allies, and (3) Offset  the
unfavorable balance of payments resulting
from essential US military deployment
abroad (Ref 35:2).

These instructions resulted in a rapid growth in

foreign military sales (FMS) and a corresponding reduction

in military assistance programs (MAP). In the period from

1964 to 1968 foreign military sales doubled, reaching one

billion dollars in 1968. Correspondingly, MAP grant aid

decreased from 1.2 billion to 780 million dollars. The

combined efforts of the Office of International Logistics

• Negotiations and the Department of Defense accomplished

their objectives and pushed FMS into the premier posit on

over grant aid.

() 
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C Foreign Military Sales Act of 1968

The rapid growth of foreign military sales in the

1960’s was not without its problems. The government ’s

aggressive salesmanship and liberal financing of arms

exports raised considerable congressional interest, which

• eventually culminated in cries for reform. Strong support

• for these reform measures was provided in 1967 by a Senate

Foreign Relations Committee report which cited lack of

information, poor interdepartmental coordination , and a

failure to reconcile arms control policies within the arms

sales programs (Ref 59:12). The Foreign Military Sales Act

of 1968 (FMSA) was passed as a direct result of the Senate

report and the growing congressional dissatisfaction with

the then existing state of affairs.

The FMSA was intended to consolidate and revise the

provisions of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 concerning

reimbursable military exports. As such, the bill brought

together all legislation dealing with foreign military sales

into a single statute. The FMSA provided both the admin-

• istrative mechanism and the general legislative authority to

meet the demands of the drastically expanded foreign military

sales program. In addition, the act was also responsive to

• I the congressional concerns that a large military sales

program, unless carefully managed , would contribute to the

development of regional arms races and tensions (Ref 51:11).

6 
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In short, the 1968 FMSA provided additional guidance

and control for foreign military sales. Financial controls

were tightened by closing out the Credit Sales Revolving

Fund, restricting Export-Import Bank loans to developing

countries, and by placing more stringent controls and

ceilings on the types of foreign military sales permissable

(Ref 49:55). In addition, the act limited the government ’s

role in arms sales. The government ’s foreign military sales

marketing efforts were significantly reduced and limited to

responses to specific requests by prospective buyers.

Further restrictions mandated a thorough review of each FMS

case prior to presidential approval of a sale. This review

was intended to determine the sale’s consistency with US

foreign policy and the purchasing country ’s need and ability

to pay. In summary, the intent of the Foreign Military

Sales Act of 1968 was to reduce the government’s involvement

in foreign military sales to that of providing military

advice, participating in the planning for common defense,

and assisting in the controlling of international arms

traffic.

Nixon Doctrine

The “Nixon Doctrine” was introduced in President

Nixon ’s 1972 state of the union address. In this address he

emphasized that strong foreign assistance programs were an

essential part of the American strategy for peace. This

0 -

~
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C 
strategy called for assisting our allies towards self-

reliance, their assumption of a greater share of the common

defense burden , and a strong emphasis on foreign military

sales (FMS) to facilitate these objectives. To implement

this policy the Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA )

was established to administer both the grant aid and sales

programs. - As a result, foreign military sales continued

• their rapid growth and usefulness as a tool of US foreign

policy.

Congressional Influence

In the 1970’ s foreign military sales continued , but

under intense congressional scrutiny. With each annual

appropriation cycle Congress demanded and obtained a greater

role in US foreign policy decisions and foreign military

sales. As a result, congressional approval is now required

on virtually all foreign military sales. In addition,

Congress has implemented US foreign policy by mandating a

six month suspension on FMS to the Middle East and increasing

the restrictions on commercial export sales.

Arms Export Act of 1976I .
The International Security Assistance and Arms Export

Control Act of 1976 (AECA ) is not a bill in its own right ,

• but a fiscal year 1977 authorization act which amended the

Foreign Military Sales Act of 1968 and the Foreign Assistance

0 Act of 1961. It is, however, a comprehensive and far

8
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reaching piece of legislation which made sweeping changes in

foreign military sales policy. Appendix A summarizes the

major policy provisions of the AECA.

One of the most notable changes was a substantial

change in US foreign policy concerning grant aid. The act

represents the first positive action to phase out military

assistance programs (MAP). Under this act all military

assistance programs were to be terminated on 30 September

1977 unless specifically authorized by Congress (Ref 60:1385).

The bill also reconstructed the US arms sales policies so as

to provide more congressional supervision and review.

Specific provisions included (1) a nine billion dollar

yearly ceiling on foreign military sales; (2) the restriction

(-
~ 

of the sale of major defense items to government-to-govern-

ment transactions; (3) required annual reports on the

justification and levels of all arms sales; (4) required

reporting to the Secretary of State of all political gifts

or contributions, paid or offered, to secure arms sales; and

(5) a required presidential review of all US arms control

•
policies within one year of enactment of the bill (Ref

60:1385—86).

Presidential Influence

As required by the 1976 Arms Export Control Act (AECA),

President Carter conducted a comprehensive review of all

military, political, and economic factors considered

0 pertinent to US arms transfer policies. This review culminated

9
- - _
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with President Carter ’s issuance of a policy statement to

constrain arms exports. The text of this statement can be

found in Appendix B. This statement established a set of

controls for arms t ransfers  which were applicable to all

transfers except those between countries with which the US

has major defense treaties. The following is a list of the

key controls presented in President Carter ’s policy state-

ment concerning conventional arms exports: -

1. The dollar value of FMS in fiscal year 1978 will be

reduced below fiscal 1977 levels.

2. The US will not be the first supplier of new and

modern weapon systems into a region.

3. The development or significant modification of

advanced weapon systems solely for export will not be

permitted. 
-

4. Coproduction agreements for military weapons,

equipment, and major components of weapon systems (beyond

those already in effect) are prohibited .

- 5. The US , as a condition of sale, will not entert ain

any request for retransfer of the weapon system.

6. Military representatives and embassies will not

• promote arms sales and actions of private agents promoting

arms sales will require Department of State approval. (Ref

Appendix- B: B2). These controls were . not presented in a

legislative package, but were considered in subsequent

security assistance legislation.

0

_ _ _   
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The International Security Assistance Act of 1977

amended both the 1961 Foreign Assistance Act and the Arms

Export Control Act, but made less sweeping changes than

AECA. It is also the first legislation to reflect President
4,

Carter’s conventional arms transfer policy. Although not

legislative in nature, President Carter ’s arms transfer

policy is considered germane; since Congress considered it

• to some degree in drafting the 1977 act (Ref 47:12)

The 1977 act was modified by the President’s policy

• statements, but it continued to reflect the growing par-

ticipation of Congress in foreign policy decisions. Pro-

visions peculiar to the 1977 legislation include (1) a

— specific dollar and resource level authority for FY 1978

• Ci security assistance programs, (2) a reduction in military

assistance groups (MAG) from 34 to 15, and (3) a requirement

for additional reports by the President on the impact of US

foreign arms sales on the US national security and defense

readiness (Ref 47:12). These provisions and other congres-

sional and executive actions reflect a further tightening of

- • controls on the foreign military sales market.

- - Summmary

The type, value, and complexity of FMS have changed in

the last 40 years. FMS began with Lend-Lease, which pro-

vided grant aid to the allies during the war. Grant aid

continued through the 1950’s, but in the form of Military

0 Assistance Programs (MAP) which aided and strengthened

- - 
- - 11 
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( our allies ’ defensive postures. The 1960’s were

characterized by a preference for foreign mili tary sales

over grant aid. This continued the rapid growth of FMS

and set the stage for the changes of the 1970’s.

In the 1970’s the magnitude of FNS directly affected US

economic and foreign policy decisions. Concerns about the

large dollar value of arms exports resulted in increased

executive and legislative control of arms exports. One of

the most notable changes was the dramatic increase in

congressional control over foreign policy decisions through

its FNS legislation. This legislation , coupled with exec-

utive restrictions , has effectively used FMS in US foreign

policy. However, this legislation has also created problems

( ) which have had an impact on the US arms industry.

c)

12
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II. METHODOLOGY

The Defense Industrial Base

In the United States there are many sectors of the

economy and industry which cater to specific types of

production and sales. One such sector is the Defense

Industrial Base (DID). The DIB has been defined as those

companies that supply the material needs of the peace time

armed services (Ref 14:1). Individual companies within the

DIB are privately owned and are supported in varying degrees

by the government ’s purchase of their -respective products.

In short, the DID is a sector of American industry which is

devoted to producing and selling defense material; but, more

importantly, it is a sector of American industry which is

capable of supplying high technology equipment in response

to Department of Defense (DOD) requests.

The DIB was maintained during the 1960’s and early

1970’ s by a high volume of defense contracts. jn most

cases the intense competition among DIB companies to obtain

these contracts reduced the prices bid on the contracts.

• The number of participating companies provided the DOD with

the ability to purchase equipment on the basis of performance

as well as cost. However, these benefits and savings have

been degraded during the mid 197 0’ s by a significant erosion
- - 

of the DIB.

- -~- 0
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Erosion of the DIB

In Department of Defense procurements erosion is said

to exist when the DOD cannot obtain the required system

performance in a timely manner and at a reasonable price

(Ref 14:1). This erosion is characterized by a reduction in

the number of companies competing for defense contracts and

the inability of industries to respond rapidly to DOD

requests due to the commitment of resources to investments

and other commercial contracts. These changes in industry

orientation affect the ability of the government to meet its

objectives and represent a growing concern among DOD policy

makers.

The DOD concern about erosion of the DIB has been

expressed in studies such as Profit “76” (1976) and The

Defense Industrial Base (1977). These studies invest-

igated the profitability of the DIB and the extent of its

erosion. The studies indicated that although erosion varied

with each industry, in general most degradation occurred in

the areas of reduced capital investments, limited research

and development efforts, and a decreasing number of high

• performance companies seeking government contracts. Spe-

cific causes for this erosion included low profit levels on

defense contracts, reduced military spending, and a sagging

US economy. Many defense contractors, especially those with

a low volume of defense contracts, were forced to choose

commercial rather than defense business (Ref 14:1).

0
14



FMS and the DIB

One factor which has retarded the erosion of the DID

has been the economic support provided by foreign military

sales. In the 1970’s foreign military sales increased

dramatically; growing from 1.3 billion dollars in 1970 to

8.2 billion dollars in 1976. The US Council on Economic

Priorities reports:

• 
- 

In 1976, the 10 leading foreign military -

sales contractors received 3.4 billion
dollars in foreign contrathts or an
average of roughly 30% of their total
military business (Ref 33:60).

= The same report also stated that six of the companies --

Northrop , Grumman, Litton, GE, Hughes , and Lockheed --
reported increases in their FMS contracts as a percentage of

their total military sales. Three other companies --
McDonnel Douglas , Raytheon , and Ford Motor Company --
reported no change . Only - Textron reported a decrease in FMS

contracts (Ref 33:60).

Two major: reasons for the increasing dependence on FMS

by major defense contractors are (1) the reduced value and

number of US military contracts and (2) the booming arms

• market in the Middle East. As the value and number of US

• military contracts declined defense contractors sought

business in the foreign military markets. Foreign military

sales has been a lucrative market for defense contractors;

and, until recently , participation had been strongly encour-

aged by the US Government because of the strong economic

15
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( support provided by FMS to the Defense Industrial Base

and the US economy.
I

Problem

. The total dollar value of FMS has leveled off due to

leg islative restrictions. Recent e f fo r t s  by President

Carter and the Congress to increase their control over FMS

• and to reduce the United States role in the world arms

market have accelerated rather than further retarded the

DIB ’s erosion . Specific actions include the deletion of the

FMS profi t  factor from the weighted guide lines prof i t

formula , the placement of a maximum ceiling on the ai~nua1

dollar value of FMS and the tightening of government reg-

( ulations concerning FMS marketing and product development.

These changes in FMS policy economically impact the DIB and

may very well affect its viability.

- 
The economic effects of the recent FMS policy changes

on the DIB are varied and potentially significant. The

changes affect areas of DOD concern such as levels of

• research and development efforts, capital investments,

• product selection , and contractor paLticipation in the DIB.

However, as yet the economic effect of these changes is

unclear.

Objectives

The purpose of this thesis will be to evaluate the

0 economic impact and effects of proposed and recently enacted

16 
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g changes in FMS policy on the Defense Industrial Base and in

turn on the DOD . There are two specific objectives:

1. The primary objective is to analyze and

evaluate the potential economic impact of recent FMS policy

changes on the aerospace industry .

2. In order to provide a background and basis from

which economic analyses and evaluations of FMS policy

changes can be made , the second objective of this study is

to demonstrate the extent of economic support provided by

FMS to: (a) the US economy , (b) the US government , and (c)

the Defense Industrial Base.

Scope

( The economic effects of FMS are extensive, but this

study will only address the effects on three major areas :

the US economy, the US government, and the Defense Indus-

trial Base . For purposes of this study the economic effects

of FMS on the US economy will include the balance of trade ,

employment , and the US gross national product (GNP). The

• economic effects on the government will include budgetary

cost savings to the Department of Defense and federal tax

• recoupments. The effects on the DIB will include industry

profits and the industry’s commitment of its resources to

capital investments and R&D efforts.

As stated above, the primary objective of this thesis

is to analyze and evaluate the potential economic impact of

recent FMS policy changes on aerospace contractors. To the

17
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of other DIB industr ies , it is hypothesized that the findings

of this study can be applied in general to the DID as a whole.

It is realized that many FMS policy decisions are

political in nature . However , it is beyond the scope of

this thesis to try to evaluate the political costs and

benefits of FMS policies .

Many programs such as the F-16 have offset  agreements.

Although offset  agreements are economic in nature, measure-
* ment of their costs and benefits is a complicated issue and

will not be covered in this study.

Research Methodology

The research for this thesis was primarily accomplished

by a study of relevant literature and interviews with

personnel associated with FNS efforts. The literature

search involved a review of the pertinent literature in the

areas of foreign military sales and was significantly aided

by two separate bibliographical computer searches. The

literature search specifically reviewed pertinent

• directives, regulations, policy statements other rese arch

• efforts. related to the economics of FMS . The literature

forms a major source of information for this thesis.

The interviews were conducted wi th 15 governme it

procurement and pricing specialists. Thirteen of the inter—

views were conducted directly with individuals working in

in Aeronautical Systems Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force

• :.~_ - ( ) Base , Ohio. The other two interviews were conducted over

1:: 
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• the telephone with the administrative contracting officer

(ACO) at the Lockheed and Northrop facilities. Interview

topics included the deletion of the one to four percent

profit factor for FMS on the weighted guidelines , President

Carter ’ s FMS policy statement , pertinent congressional

legislation, and the economics of FNS . The complete list of

• topics and questions is found in Appendix C.

The information gathered from the interviews forms

the primary source of information concerning the effec ts

of the FMS policy changes on defense industries. In

addition, the interview discussions supplemented the

li terature search by providing information about speci f ic

FMS programs and FMS in general. Non-attribution was

( 
~ promised in each interview. As a result, specific sources

of some information will thus not be cited .

Limitations

The most significant limitation of this study is that

only government personnel were interviewed . Time and woney

e . 
constraints precluded interviews of defense industry rep-

resentatives. Consequently , some of the resul ts of this
• 

• thesis reflect conjecture of government personnel about the

defense industries rather than the views of the defense

industries themselves.

Assumptions

- 
There are two assumptions relevant to this study. The

first is that foreign military sales will continue. There

19
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r are several political elements that wish to eliminate or

drastically reduce FMS , but it appears that FNS will continue

at least for the inunediate future.

The second assumption is that the aerospace industry is

a representative sample of the DIB. Aerospace contractors

employ many of the same skills found in other DID industries

and currently manufacture a major portion of the US’s

• foreign military sales. Consequently , this study uses the

aerospace industry as a representative sample of the DIB.

Use of Appendices

The appendices are intended to supplement the infor-

t ation found in the text of the thesis. Appendix, A is a

summary of the major policy provisions of the Arms Export
- 

Control Act of 1976. Appendix B is the text of President

Carter ’s 19 May 1977 policy statement on arms exports.

Appendices A and B together represent most of the recent

policy the President and the Congress have imposed on

foreign military sales.

• Appendix C is the questionnaire used in the thesis

interviews. It is intended to show the format in which

the information on FMS policy changes was obtained .

Appendix D is a supplement to the tables and figures

found in the text of the thesis. The tables in Appendix D

are numbered to correspond to the table which they supple-

ment unless otherwise noted. -

r -j ~ -
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Research Presentation

Chapters I and II are the introduction to the thesis.

Chapter I presents the legislative history of FMS from 1940

t to present. Chapter II is the methodology chapter for the

thesis.

The economic effects of foreign military sales are felt

throughout the US economy . The extent and method in

which FMS affects the US economy will be examined in

Chapter III.

Chapter IV examines the economic effects of FMS on

the US Government/DOD. Government savings are generated

through R&D cost recoupment, learning curve effects,

economies of scale, shared overhead costs, tax recoupments,

and a reduced number of production line closings and openings.

Foreign military sales also represent a growing portion

of the DIB’s military sales. This increasing dependence

on FMS directly affects  the defense industry ’s policies

and decisions concerning investments, research and development

(R&D), and product selection. In addition, the risks, profits,

and volume of foreign military sales are normally considered

in the choice between defense and commercial contracts. A

a discussion of the economic -effects of FMS on the DIB is

f 
found in Chapter V.

The analysis of the potential economic impact of FMS

policy changes is covered in Chapter VI. The chapter covers

0 both enacted and proposed changes in FMS policies. The

21
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I assessment of the impact on the aerospace contractors

provides the basis for a hypothesis about the impact of - the

- 
‘ - policy changes on the DIB.

I Chapter VII presents the conclusions and summary of the

thesis. It contains recommendations for further studies and

- a condensed economic review and evaluation of the FMS policy

changes addressed in the thesis.
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III. FMS AND THE US ECONOMY

Foreign military sales are exports of US military goods

and services. Like other exports, foreign military sales

have an effect on the US economy. This influence has

significantly increased, however, with the growth of foreign

military sales in the 1970’s. FMS directly affects the US

- ‘ gross national product (GNP), balance of trade, unemployment

rates , and other economic indicators. In addition , the

influence of FMS on these indicators is significantly

expanded by the multiplier effect.

FMS and the GNP

The gross national product (GNP ) represents the market

value of all goods and services produced within a nation for

a given year. The GNP is calculated by adding the purchases

of final goods and services by individuals, corporations,

and governments to the net trade balance. Since US arms

exports historically have had a positive trade balance,

foreign military sales are normally considered a positive

contribution to the GNP.

Multiplier Effects

The multiplier effect is a phenomenon which magnifies

the impact of an increase or decrease in purchases of US

goods and services on the US economy. The multiplier effect

is based on the assumption that there will be a secondary

expansion of production beyond the initial expenditure. This



r ~ assumption is true any time a company consumes a portion of

its additional income from the initial expenditure on other

US goods and services. As an example , assume the aerospace

industry has just received an additional billion dollars in

t FMS orders. If the aerospace industry ’s marginal propensity

to consume US final goods and services is one-half , there

will be 500 million dollars of new income for the producers

of the goods the aerospace industry consumes. In turn, as

these producers consume one-half of their income on other US

final goods and services , there will be 250 million dollars

for the next set of producers to spend. If this series were

taken until the value of the additional expenditures became

insignificant, the total value of the multiplier effect

• would be twice the original expenditure. However , these

lengthy calculations can be avoided by simply calculating

the multiplier coefficient (MC).

By definition the multiplier coefficient (MC) is the

number by which the change in investment or purchases must

be multiplied by in order to calculate the resulting impact

on the economy (Ref 54:223). The multiplier coefficient is

normally calculated using the formula:

MC l/(l-R)

The “R” represents the public ’s marginal propensity to

consume additional income and is given as the fraction of

that additional income that will be spent on American goods

(
~
) and services. This formula yields a multiplier coefficient

j  _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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(MC) of one when none of the additional income is spent on

L 
~ US goods and services. The MC approaches infinity when

nearly all of the income is spent on US goods and services.

However, neither extreme is probable since any additional

income is consumed in some combination of US goods and

services, savings, taxes, and foreign imports.

Applications

The multiplier effect  applies to an exogenous expendi-

ture on final goods and services in the US economy. The

effect is the same regardless of whether the expenditure

is made with private, government or foreign funds. For

this reason the economic effects on the US economy of

exports such as foreign military sales are greater than just

C the initial expenditure. However , the estimates of the

impact of FNS on the US economy vary depending on the

multiplier coefficient (MC ) used.

In the US economy a multiplier coefficient of two

is commonly used, but different sources have used MC ’S

ranging from 1.9 to 2.5 in estimating the economic effects

of different types of expenditures on the US economy.

A 1969 Survey of Current Business study found a 1.94

• multiplier coefficient for aerospace sales (Ref 48:18).

Since aerospace sales represent a significant portion

of the annu al foreign military sales, a MC of 1.9 to 2

is probably appropriate for use with FMS. This means that

over time the 8.2 billion dollars in 1976 FMS procure-

25
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ments will probably generate additional expenditures in

the US economy totalling 7 . 4  to 8.2 billion dollars. The

potential effec t on the US economy resulting from foreign

military sales expenditures in the US economy between 1970

and 1976 can be seen in Table 3-1.

• Balance of Trade

The balance of trade refers to the difference in

• the value of the imports and exports of a country. When

there is a positive trade balance , the value of the exports

exceeds the value of the imports . This condition results in

a positive cash flow into the country ’s economy and an

expansionary effect on the economy due to the increased

— 
- expenditures and the multiplier effect. In contrast, a

negative balance of trade occurs when the value of the imports

exceeds the value of the exports. This condition reduces

the amount of expenditures in the economy and causes a

negative cash flow and an adverse effect on the value of

the dollar relative to other currencies. An excelle~i-’..

example is the current trade deficit with Japan which has

caused the value of the US dollar to fall relative to

• the Japanese yen.

Historically international trade has been an important

and controversial issue. The Romans conquered much of the

Middle East and Europe in efforts to develop trade and taxes

to support the Empire. The economy of the British Empire

was based solely on the Britians ’ ability to trade the

26
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C Table 3—1

FMS and Associated Multiplier Effects

(Millions of Current Dollars)

• Additional 1 Total
Year FMS Expenditures Expenditures

- 1970 920 920 1840

- 1971 1652 1652 3304

• 1972 3251 3251 6502

1973 3778 3778 7556

1974 8904 8904 17808

1975 9406 9400 18812

1976 8200 8200 16400

( ,  1. The multiplier coefficient equals two.

- - (Adapted from The Defense Industrial Base: 34-36)

(~~~ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _
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products of their colonies on an international basis. The

present day Common Market is an excellent example of several

European countries trying to develop international trade

that is advantageous to all the parties involved . In short,

international trade and more specifically the balance of

trade plays an important role in — the economies of most if

not all the major countries of the world.

US Trade Balance

For the last 80 years the United States has been quite

prosperous in the international trade markets . The demand

for US products and technology has been consistently high .

Technical advances in the agricultural, manufacturing, and

scientific fields have enabled the US to establish an exten-
(7) sive world market for its goods and services. As a result of

this demand for US products the US did not incur a single

negative balance of trade between 1888 and 1970 and in most

years the US economy prospered . However , since 1970 there

have been five annual trade deficits including a record 26.5

• billion dollar deficit in 1977. These deficits have occurred

despite a growth in US exports. Table 3-2 shows the extent

that the US GNP and US exports have grown and the recent

trade deficits.

Two of the main reasons for trade deficits are increased

competition for trade in the world markets and the rise in

the price of oil. Countries such as Japan have been able to

• produce products such as steel and electronic equipment at

pA .. ~ 28
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Table 3-2

US GNP and Trade Balance

%GNP Trade
GNP Change From Balance Exports %

Yr. (Billions) Previous Yr.  (Mill ions)  of GNP

1946—69 11718.6 6 .45 1 98031 3 .97

1970 982 .4  5.0 2603 4 . 3 2

1971 1063.4 8 .2  —226 0  4 . 0 7
S

1972 1171.1 10.1 —6416 4 .2166

1973 1306.6 11.6 911 5.465

1974 1413.2 8.2 —5369 6 .956

1975 1516.3 7 .3  9030 7 .062

1976 1692.4 11.6 —7798 6 .78

1977 1890 2 10.8 2 —26500 N/A

(Adapted from Table B-i and Table B-95; The Economic Report
to the President, January 1977.)  -

1. Average figure for Yrs. 1946—69.

2. (The Budget of the United States Government Fiscal
Year 1979:3lT
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prices considerably less than equivalent products produced

in the US. These low prices have in turn increased US

imports of Japanese goods. In addition , the oil producing

countries have taken advantage of the high demand for oil in

the US and Western Europe and doubled the unit  price for oil

since 1974. As a result , Japan and the oil producing

countries have built up a 54.5  billion dollar trade surplus

• with the US since 1970 (Ref 2 8 :2 9 9 ) . Table 3-3 shows the

annual exports and imports to Japan and the petroleum

exporting countries .

As indicated in Table 3-3 , Japanese and oil imports are

a major source of the recent US trade deficits. However ,

there are other sectors of the US economy which are export—

ing heavily and offsett ing some of the large deficit  accrued

through Japanese and oil imports . In fact , the percentage

of the GNP destined for export has steadily grown during the

1970’ s. A comparison of Tables 3—2 and 3—3 shows the extent

that the growth in US exports in other sections of the US

economy has offset  the trade deficits accrued with Japan and

the oil producing countries. As an example, in 1976 the US

trade deficit with Japan and the oil producing countries was

18.1 billion dollars . However , the total US trade deficit

was only 7.798 billion dollars; a difference of over 10

billion dollars. -

Aerospace Trade Balance

( Exports of aerospace products reached an all time high

r - 

in~ 1976 when the areospace industries recorded a 7.3 billion

• j  • T T .  -
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dollar trade surplus . In addition , 1976 represented the

F third straight year in which aerospace exports exceeded

seven billion dollars . Figure 3-1 graphically shows the

relationship between the aerospace industry ’s balance of

trade and the US balance of trade .

As in previous years civilian aviation products accounted

for the bulk of aerospace exports. In 1976 5.7 billion

dollars (roughly 72 percent) of the aerospace exports were

• for shipments of civilian aircraft, engines , accessories ,

and other equipment (Ref 3:105).  The other 78 percent or

2 .2  billion dollars came from FMS and direct sales of
I

military equipment. A breakout of aerospace exports into

civilian and military exports for years 1970 through 1976 is

~ ( V presented in Table 3-4.

1 
The relative percentages of civil and military aero-

space exports have remained stable during the 1970’s, but

- with some growth in the military sales percentage. The

primary reason for the rise in the military sales percentage
- 

I has been the relatively rapid growth of military exports in

t 

comparison to civilian exports. In 1975 and 1976 sale of the

-
- F-16 and the F—15 along with continued sale of the F—4, F-5,

I 

- - 
and C-l30 pushed the annual dollar value of military sales

above the two billion dollar mark. By 1978 aerospace military

sales could reach four billion dollars with the 1.9 billion

- dollar sale of the F-l6 to NATO and the package sale of the

F— 16 and F-iS to the Middle East. In short, military sales

I ) 
-
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t Figure 3-1

Balance of Trade
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Aerospace Balance of Trade 

US Balance of Trade

Note: Detailed information can be found in Appendix D
Table 3—3a.

(Adapted from Aerospace Facts and Figures, 1977/78;
page 106.)
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~~ 4 Table 3—4

- Aerospace Exports
II 

- 
(Million of Dollars)

Military
a s a % 

-

Aerospace of Aerospace
Year Exports Civilian Military Exports

~~~~, . 

- 
1970 3405 2516 889 26.1

1971 4203 3680 1123 26.7

- 

. 
1972 3795 2954 841 22.1

1973 5142 3788 1354 26.3

t 1974 7095 5283 1822 25.6

1975 7792 5323 2469 31.7

1976 7859 5684 2175 27.7

Note: More detailed information is available in Appendix
D, Table 3-4.

(Adapted from Aerospace Facts and Figures, 1977/78;
page 19.)

,J 
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are becoming a larger portion of the aerospace industry ’s

exports.

~~p 1oyment

The subject of unemployment is a sensitive political

issue. Economists generally consider a four to five percent

unemployment rate to be the ful l  employment rate , but the US

• has not experienced this rate since the late 1960 ’s. In

fact , in the 1970’ s only twice , 1970 and 1973 , has the

unemployment rate been below five percent. In 1975 a record

7.83 million workers or 8.7 percent of the working population

were unemployed (Ref 28 :218) .  As a result of this high

unemployment rate the President and Congress have given

considerable attention to ways of lowering the unemployment
- - rate and stimulating the economy .

One means of stimulating the economy and reducing

unemployment is to increase exports. As discussed earlier

in this chapter, exports are exogenous expenditures and

create additional expenditures in the economy through the j
multiplier effect. At the same time these exports create

additional employment. A number of exports with between

30 ,000 and 40,000 jobs. This means that the 8.2 billion

dollars of foreign military sales in 1976 supported between

246,000 and 328,000 j obs in the US.

Aerospace Employment

Employment in the aerospace industry has declined

considerably since ita peak year in 1968. Sjnce 1968



f employment has dropped from roughly 1,500, 000 to just under

900 ,000 in 1976. However , a 1977 Aerospace Industries

Association (AlA) survey predicted that all occupational

groups in the aerospace industries would experience a rise

in employment in late 1977 and 1978. Aerospace employment

should reach approximately 916 ,000 in 1977 and is expected

to reach 935,000 by the end of 1978 (Ref 3:119-120) .

Overall aerospace employment trends can be seen in Table

3—5 .

Despite recent declines in aerospace employment the
• 

aerospace industry continues to play an important role in

providing jobs for US workers. The aerospace industry is

one of the largest single employers of scientists and engineers

( employed for research and development (R&D) efforts. - In

1976 67,400 scientists and engineers were employed by the

aerospace industry for R&D efforts. This represented 18.6

percent of the R&D engineers and scientists in the US, but

it was still below the peak level of 29.7 percent or 101,100

employees achieved in 1964. Employment statistics for

• scientists and engineers can be found in Table 3—6 .

The aerospace industry also affects employment in other

occupational areas. In 1976 not only did the aerospace

industry employ 899,000 workers, but the effect of this

employment was also felt in other industries associated

with the aerospace industry (Ref 3:122). The Bureau of

Labor Statistics specifies an employment multiplier coefficient

0 of 1.73 for the aerospace industry (Ref 62:125). This

36 
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Table 3—5
AEROSPACE EMPLOYMENT

Calandar Years 1961 to Date
(Thou 5ands of Employeesl

- . Commun i~Y.ar TOTA L A~rezaft M,:s,Ios
& Spa~~ Equipm ent

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

1961 1.178 610 152 160 256
1962 1,270 638 165 193 274
1963 1.267 639 173 183 272
1964 1,209 605 166 171 267
1965 1,175 624 155 145 251

1966 1.375 753 159 166 297
1967 1,484 834 157 179 314
1968 1 ,502 852 150 184 31 6
lt)69 1.402 804 124 179 295
1970 1,166 669 98 152 247
1971 951 531 88 129 203
1972 922 501 90 132 199
1973 948 514 95 134 205

( 1974 865 532 91 132 210
1975 942 514 90 136 202

1976 899 485 85 135 194 -

PRODUCTION WORKERS

1951 612 348 56 75 133 
-

1962 635 349 58 90 138
1963 625 351 55 82 137
1964 600 339 54 74 133
1965 597 356 51 62 123
1966 731 446 55 73 157
1967 804 502 55 78 169
1968 807 506 52 80 169
1958 746 464 41 86 155
1970 604 369 31 77 127

1971 480 285 26 66 103
• 1972 453 271 27 57 98

1973 475 281 31 59 104
1974 478 291 24 58 105
1975 455 25 58 99

1976 422 250 23 58 91

Source i Bureau of %~ib o, 5tat,$tIc$ “Lmoloym .nt and Earn~n~i” (Monthly); A~’ospaceIfldu st ,~es A,sc c lat lon emt im,w s .

(Aerospace Facts and Figures , 1977/78 122)

0
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Table 3—6

EMPLOYMENT OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS -

FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Tota l and Aerospa ce

l9SO to Date

• Aerospace
Year TOTAL Aerospace as a Percent

- of Tota l
• AS OF DECEMBER 31

1960 292,000 72,400 24 .8%
1961 312,100 78,500 25.2
1962 312,000 79 ,400 25.4
1963 327,300 90,700 27.7
1964 340,200 101,100 29.7

1965 343,600 99,200 23.9
1936 353,200 99,300 28.1
1967 367 ,200 100,400 27 .3
1968 376,700 101 ,100 26.8

( 1969 387,100 99,900 25.8

1970 
- 384,100 92,600 24.1

1971 366.800 78,300 21 .3
1972 349,900 71,200 20.3
1973 356,600 72,300 20.3
1974 358,200 70.800 19.8

1975r 360,400 67/300 18.8
1976 302 .500 67 .400 18.6

Source: Nationa l Science Foundat ion.
NOTE: Scientists and engi neers w~c king ass t han lull t.ma have boon includOd In terms of

thOir ful l time egulvaic.:t number.
r Revised .

(kerost ac e Facts ~~~~~~~~ , Figures, 197712a : 129)
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multiplier coefficient is derived in a manner similar to the

spending coefficient discussed earlier in this chapter and

works in an identical manner. Thus, for every 100 jobs in -

the aerospace industry an additional 73 jobs are created in

supporting industries. At the 1976 aerospace employment

level of 899,000 workers, that means that the aerospace

industry directly and indirectly provided approximately

- 1,555,000 jobs in the US.

The percentage of aerospace production workers engaged

in export work has increased steadily from 19 percent in

1967 to 39 percent in 1973. Corresponding to the large jump

in FMS from 1973 to 1974, the percentage jumped to 50 
- 

-

percent and has remained at that rate through 1976. In 1977

it is estimated that 54 percent of all aerospace workers

- - will be engaged in export work (Ref 61:184). Table 3-7

shows the potential effect of aerospace exports on US

employment based on the assumption that these percentage

figures for ~róduction workers engaged in export work can

be applied to the total aerospace em~1Qyment figures. Given

the validity of this assumption and the employment multi-

plier effect noted above, total 1977 US employment due to

FNS was estimated at 240,000.

CBO ’s Analysis of FMS and the US Economy

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) performs economic

analyses and evaluations of selected topics for the Congress

- 
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of the United States. In 1976, in response to a House Armed

Services Committee request, the CEO prepared an economic

analysis of the effects of changes in US policies regarding

arms sales abroad . The study, entitled “The Effect  of

Foreign Mili tary Sales on The US Economy , ” analyzed the

effects  of a total ban on foreign mili tary sales on the US

economy versus constant real annual sales (1976 dollars) of

• 8.2 billion dollars.

Economic Models -

The analysis of the economic activity associated with

FMS was performed using two econometric computer models. The

models used in the study were the 1976 version of the Data

Resource, Inc. (DRI) model and the 1975 version of the
(

Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates, Inc. model. -

These models are standard economic forecasting models and

required only minor modifications to their input data to

s .mulate the CBO estimates of actual expenditures.

Nodel Assumptions -

• The analysis of the CBO study was structured to compare

projections under two alternative assumptions about the

foreign military sales program. The first alternative was

that foreign military sales programs would in real terms

remain constant between fiscal years 1977 and 1981. This

means that 8.2 billion dollars (1976 dollars) in new orders

would be accepted in each fiscal year through 1981. In

(-
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addition it was assumed tha t the weapons would remain roughly

equivalent to the mix found in the fiscal year 1976 purchases.

The second alternative was that a complete ban of FMS

sales would be imposed in fiscal year 1977. Under this

assumption all orders received prior to 1 October 1976 would

be honored and delivered in future years as production was

completed . Sales after  that date would be prohibited .

Alternate foreign or domestic sales were not allowed to

• replace the lost FMS market in this analysis.

Model Predictions

The CBO analysis is essentially a comparison of the

changes in the levels of selected economic indices between

the alternative assumptions. Table 3—8 shows the results

of this analysis. Using the Warton model the CBO analysis

predicted that a ban on foreign military sales starting in

fiscal year 1977 would by fiscal year 1981 reduce the US GNP

by nearly 20 billion dollars or 12.5 billion dollars in

constant 1976 dollars. This reduction in the GNP is gradual ,

but over the five year span the total loss in GNP in constant

dollars is 40.8 billion dollars (Ref 27: 22).

US employment levels would also be affected by a ban on

• foreign military sales. The CEO study projected that

employment, mainly in the defense industries, would drop by

20,000 to 30,000 jobs in fiscal year 1977 (Ref 27:25).

The reductions in defense employment were expected to

increase as the previous FMS orders were completed and

delivered. The CBO staff concluded that the loss of defense

,J _ -:_ 1 42
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Table 3—8

EFFECT OF A BAN ON FMS STARTING IN FISCAL YEAR 1977 VERSUS
A CONSTANT SALES PROGRAM iN FISCAL YEARS 1977-1981:

Changes In Levels Of Selected Indices
(Fiscal years)

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

Current Dollar GNP (in billions of $)
Wharton -1.2 -5.7 -10.1 -14.6 -19.5
DRI -1.4 -3.5 -9.0 -16.9 -24.1

Real GNP (in billions of FY 1976 $) 
-

Wh arton -1.5 -6.2 -9.7 -10.9 -12.5
DIII -1.2 -2.5 -6.4 -10.0 -12.1

GNP Deflator (FY 1976=100)
Wharton +.03 +.09 +.11 — -.11
DRI -.01 -.04 -.08 -.23 —.42

Unemployment Rate -

Wha rt on +.03 +.14 +.25 +.32 +.35
DRI +.02 +.05 +.10 •.L7 +.21

Employment (millions)
Wharton -.03 -.13 -.25 -.33 -.38
DRI -.02 -.06 -.13 -.24 -.33

Personal income (in billions of $)
Wharton -.6 -3.6 -6.2 -8.6 -11.9
DRI -.9 -2.5 -6.0 -11.7 -17.6

Corporate Prof its (in billions of $)
Wharton -.4 -.3 —2. 1 -3.5 -4.3
DRI -.3 -.7 -2.2 -4.0 -5.6

4-6 Month Commercial Paper Rate
Wharton — -- -.01 —.03 -.05
DRI -.02 -.06 -.09 -.16 -.21Exports (in billions of $)
Wharton -.4 -1.2 -3.9 -7.4 -10.0
DRI -.5 -1.5 -4.7 -9.1 -17.5

imports (in billions of $)
Wharton -.3 -1.3 -2.0 -2.6 -3.0
DRI -.1 -.5 -1.2 -2.8 -4.5

Net Exports (in billions of $)
Wharton -.1 ..1 -1.9 -4.8 -7.0

• DRI -.~~ -1.0 -3.5 -6.3 4.0

(The Effec t of Foreign ~1ilitary Sales on the US
~~~~nomy : 22T

I
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C employment due to a ban on all FNS sales coupled with the

multiplier effect  would result in the loss of 350 ,000 jobs

and raise the US unemp loyment rate by .3 percent by the year

1981 (Ref 27 :25)

The CBO study also addressed the e f fec t  of a ban on FMS

on the US balance of trade. Like other economic indicies

changes in net exports or the balance of trade are gradual,

but the Warton model predicted that by 1981 net exports - were

expected to be 7 billion dollars lower than they would be

without the ban on foreign mil i tary sales. The difference

between the 7 billion dollars in exports and the loss of

8.2 billion dollars in FNS sales is due to the reduction

of imports associated with the foreign mili tary sales and

( 
the timing of the FMS deliveries.

In short , the CBO report found that FMS has a significant

effect  on the US economy . Examination of the results

obtained through the DRI and Wharton econometric models

showed a signific ant effect on the US GNP, employment

levels , personal income, corporate profits, and balance
- 

- of trade . Although a total ban of foreign military sales

is not likely, changes in foreign military sales policies

can and will effect the US economy in varying degrees.

Summary

Foreign mili tary sales have a number of significant

effects on the US economy. Although foreign military sales

(, ) contracts are with companies in the DIE, the effects of the

44
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-j . f sales are felt throughout the US economy as a result of the

multiplier ef fect .  The multiplier effect  theory states

that an expenditure in the economy will have an impact

greater than the original expenditure. In the US economy

foreign military sales thus are assumed to generate addi-

- 
tional expenditures approximately equal in value to the

. 
original sale .

- The economic effects  of FNS are found in the standard

economic indicators such as the US gross national product

(GNP) , the US balance of trade , and the US unemployment

rates. In 1976 foreign military sales increased the GNP

by approximately 16.4 billion dollars , provided a positive

trade balance of approximately 8.2 billion dollars , and

1 were responsible for supporting from 246 , 000 to 328 ,000

jobs . In short , FNS significantly affects  the US economy . - 
-

— ~~~~~~~ 
I
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IV. FMS AND THE US GOVERNMENT

Traditionally foreign military sales have been

justi f ied on the basis of foreign policy . However , in

recent years the economic consequences of significant changes

in foreign military sales programs have been a major element

in the annual debate over the sale of US arms abroad. The

assessmen t of these consequences center s on two major

issues: (1) the budgetary cost savings to the US which

result from foreign military sales and (2) the macro-

economic effects of FMS on the economy (Ref 25:IX). The

effect of FMS on the US economy was the topic of a recent

Congressional Budget Office study and was discussed in

the previous section. Two related CBO reports, Foreign
( Military Sales and US Weapon Costs (May 1976) and Budgetary

cost Savings to the Department of Defense Resulting from

Foreign Military Sales (May 1976), examined DOD budgetary

cost savings resulting from FMS and form the primary basis

for discussion in this chapter.

DOD Cost Savings

The US government performs the role of the middleman

in foreign military sales. By law and policy all negotiations

on FMS procurements are required to be handled as if the

procurements were US procurements. As the middleman, the

US Government/DOD administers the FMS procurements and

( 

-
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I

performs contract negotiations for the foreign government.

However , the DOD incurs no cos t burden or profi t from

either the foreign government or the manufacturer in

performing this function.

Indirec t cos t savin gs appear , however, to exist.

Ten of the 15 individuals interviewed indicated their

belief that forei gn military sales reduced DOD cos ts by

sharing US development and production costs. The CBO

studies indicated these savings can be substantial

especially in the areas of R&D and overhead recoupment

(Ref 26:VII). -

The CEO study, “Budgetary Cost Savings to the

Department of Defense Resul ting from Foreign Military

( 
Sales, attempted to quantify the dollar value of the DOD

cost savings attributable to foreign military sales. The

study analyse d cos t data and sales predic tions of 35

different foreign military sales programs. Through this

analysis the study classified five major areas of DOD

cost savings resulting from FMS: (1) research and

development recoupments, (2) learning curve effects and

economies of scal e, (3) overhead , (4) production line

gap, and (5) other (Ref 25:IX). The estimated cost savings

in each category for seven aerospace programs can be seen

in Table 4—1 . The cost , savings for all 35 programs can be

seen in Tables 4-la, through 4-ic, Appendix D.

I 
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R&D Recoupments

The recoveries of research and development costs are

the most direct and largest source of savings to the DOD

(Re f 2 6 : 7 ) .  During the f irst  five years of a weapon system ’s

production , RDT&E and non-recurring production costs are

prorated as cost pools against the total estimated sales

projection of the weapon system (Ref 31:5). This calculation

provides a dollar value for the RDT&E recoupment , which is

charged as a surcharge on each individual weapon system

purchased. After the fifth year of production a RDT&E

surcharge is assessed in an amount not to exceed four

percent of the purchase price of the FMS procurement

(Ref 26:7). Under current regulations RDT&E savings thus are

( 
easily identified and are equivalent to the amount of the

t 
RDT&E surcharge added to the price of the weapon system.

Since the RDT&E surcharge is dependent on the amount

of time the weapon system has been in production, R&D

savings vary with each purchase . In the case of the

Iranian purchase of the F—1 4 the savings is substantial.

• Iran has been the only foreign purchaser of the F-l4 and its

purchase of 80 F—14 ’s occurred during the first five

- 

-

. 
years of production. As a result Iran’s initial prorata

share of the F—l4 RDT&E costs was 160.6 million dollars

(Ref 26:8). Total R&D recoupments on the F-14 program are

expected to reach 168.6 million dollars by 1981 (Ref 25:10).

This recoupment represents roughly nine percent of the

() total R&D expenditures and is the largest single recoupment

11 
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H - - f . in recent years. However, a similar RDT&E recoupment of

219.8 million dollars is expected on the foreign sale of

the AWACS E3-A aircraft (Ref 25: IX ) .

Besides the timing of the FMS purchase, the type of

weapon system purchased affects the amount of R&D re-

coupment. The recoupment of RDT&E funds appears to be

the greatest on high technology items such as aircraft

and missiles (Ref 26:7). Aircraft such as the F—14, F—l5,

F-l6 , and E3-A all required considerable R&D investments

which have been and will continue to be directly prorated

to FMS purchases. In addition, even after the initial five

year production the high cost of these aircraft will enable

a considerable R&D recoupment. In fact, the Congressional

( Budget Office is projecting RDT&E recoupments on the F-14,

F—15, F—l6 , and E3—A to exceed 496 million dollars by fiscal

year 1981 (Ref 25:X).

The cost savings generated by R&D recoupments are

unique in that th~iy reduce the annual R&D appropriations

rather than reducing the actual cost of the R&D efforts.

In the annual DOD budget requests each service’s R&D

appropriation is reduced by the expected R&D recoupments

to be received that fiscal year (Ref 30:3). This procedure

reduces the amount to be funded by the respective services ’ R&D

appropriations. The rest of the annual R&D funds comes

from the FMS trust fund in amounts prescribed in the FMS

Letters of Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513). - The actual

C)
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/-: f  f actual budget authority and disbursement of these funds is

governed by this excerpt from DODI 2140.1.

Properly executed DD Forms 1513 represent
contract authority to the FMS trust fund. In
turn, budget authority released from the FMS
trust fund represents obligation authority to
the receiving/performing DOD components and
shall be credited to the most current
applicable appropriation used to finance the
material/services sold. The value of the
budget authority recognized and issued by the
FMS trust fund during any fiscal year shall
not exceed the value of the obligations which
will be incurred by the receiving/performing
DOD components against that budget at~thorityby the end of the year . Cash reimbursements
from the trust fund will be credited to the
appropriation/fund in which a FMS trust fund
release of budget authority created the
obligation authority. (Ref 30:2)

In short, the US annual R&D efforts are partially funded

by R&D recoupments from foreign military sales.

~— R&D funding for PEP 2000 is an excellent example of

the extent to which FMS R&D recoupments provide funds for

US R&D efforts. The PEP 2000 project is an external fuel

tank for the F-15, which is supposed to extend the F-15’s

range and loiter time. In hearings before the Senate

Committee on appropriations General Slay presented a

total R&D cost for this project of over 37 million

dollars. Over 24 million of this was, however, to be

- funded by F-l5 FMS R&D recoupments (Ref 24:145).

In addition, there was still 12.2 million dollars in R&D

recoupment from the sale of F-4D’s to Korea that was avail-

able for R&D reprogramming (Ref 24:145). Thus, it appears

( that a major portion of the follow on R&D efforts on the
‘~-,
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C F-l5 and other aircraft are being supported by FMS R&D

recoupments.

On paper it appears that the US can recoup large

portions of its R&D expenditures through FMS. However,

this is not always the case . The majority of the inter-

view discussions indicated that in practice the R&D

surcharge is a set dollar figure which is rarely changed

during the life of the program . Table 4-2 shows some of

the current R&D surcharges. The first two aircraft, the

F-l5 and F-l6 , are being sold through FMS during the first

five years of production and have relatively high R&D - 
-

recommendations. The last three aircraft programs are

older programs and have an R&D surcharge considerably less

than the first two aircraft.

Table 4-2

FMS R&D Surcharges

(Millions of Dollars Per A/C)

F-is F—l6 F-5F F-4E C—130

Surcharge 1.6 .64 .3 -.12 .015

(Figures obtained in interviews with ASD personnel.)

- 
These figures were established in the upper echelons of

the Department of Defense and reflect political as well

as economic factors. As a result the fixed R&D sur-

charge does not always recoup the total amount of R&D

funds that is possible.
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Other factors that reduce the value of the R&D

recoupments are the t ime value of money and inflation.

The payment of the R&D surcharge is built into the

schedule of payments. This means that the R&D recoupment

occurs several years after the actual expend itures and is

paid in then year dollars. In the case of the F-16 the

R&D surcharge was established in 1975 dollars , but the

first  payments will not be made until 1980 or 1981 for

the f irst  Middle East FMS aircraft .  As a result , the

actual value of the F-16 R&D recoupment in constant

dollars will be considerably reduced by inflation and the

time value of money .

Overhead

The sharing of overhead costs was mentioned in each

- 
interview as a potential source of DOD cost savings.

Overhead costs are those costs which can not be directly

assigned against a specific production run or job.

Commonly called indirect costs, these costs are accu-

mulated in a cost poo1 and are passed on to the customer

in prorata shares as part of the price of the product.

The portion of these costs paid by foreign customers

which would have otherwise been paid by the US government

is overhead savings generated by foreign military sales

(Ref 25:IV). 
-

Unfortunately the measurement of overhead cost

— - savings is complicated by the requirement to distinguish
-
~~~~ 
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between fixed and variable overhead costs. Overhead cost

- 
savings are realized on the fixed portion of overhead

costs . Fixed overhead costs are those overhead costs

which remain relatively insensitive to changes in

production or sales. Variable over-head costs occur with

the production of each unit , but do not generate cost

savings since the costs would not have been incurred

if there had not been a foreign military sales order .
- - . Like R&D recoupments overhead savings vary sub-

stantially accor ding to the size and timing of the FMS

or ders , but the timing consideration is different for

overhead savings (Ref 26 :9 ) . The production of US and FMS

orders must occur in the same accounting period for any -

( 

overhead cost savings to occur . However , the production of

US and FMS orders need not be on the same product for these

savings to occur .

An excellent example of overhead savings occurred with

the production of the F-4E. In 1974 the MAC AIR Division

of McDonnell Douglas shifted from program overhead rate3

to plant overhead rates in a effort to hold down costs on

the F-l5. This move raised the unit price of the F-4E

and at the same time prevented an excessive cost overrun

on the F-is program (Interviews) . In effect this shifted

the overhead burden to the F-4 and the foreign customer.

The savings to the DOD are expected to reach 366 million

by fiscal year 1981 since all sales of the F-4E have been

to foreign customers since 1972. However, these savings
r
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- - - can only be considered if the F-4E production line would have

remained open without the FMS orders.

Tax Recoupments

In addition to reducing defense appropriation require-

ments, FMS procurements generate a significant cash flow

into the United States treasury tn the form of tax revenues.

These taxes are generated by taxing the profits and personal

income created by the purchase of US weapon systems and the

resulting multiplier effects .  While this recoupment is not

directly credited with~reducing the cost of DOD procure-

ments, it does provide the US treasury with a substantial

increase in tax revenues. Table 4—3 shows the extent that

tax revenues resulting from foreign sales of the F-l5

( would, if applied to the F-15 program , reduce the cost of

the US purchases of the F-15.

One estimate of the value of the cash flow to the US

treasury has been made by the Wharton Econometric Model.

This model has predicted that 65 percent of the value of the

equipment produced in the United States for sale to foreign

customers will eventually flow into the US treasury in the

form of tax receipts (Ref 48:20). In view of the multiplier

• effect doctrine this figure appears to be reasonable. A

multiplier coefficient of two and an average tax rate of

32.5 percent will generate a tax recoupment equal to 65

percent of the original expenditure . Different multiplier

coefficients and tax rates can also obtain the same results.
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i i  ( Table 4-3

I
F-iS Tax Recoupments Applied to

the F— l 5 Program Off ice

(Millions of Dollars)

• 
- Program Value of U.S .  F-15 Program $9274

- Average Unit Cost of U.S .  Program 12.38
(749 Aircraf t)

• Program Value of Foreign F-15 Programs 6950

Dollar Flow to the U.S .  from the 5490
- Foreign F-15 Programs
- 

Tax Recoupment Dollars to the U . S .  Treasury 3568
(65 percent Recoupment Rate )

Net Cost of the F-l5 to the U.S .  Government 5706
(92 74 — 3568)

( 
Net Average Unit Cost of the U. S. F-15’s 7 . 6 2

(Adapted from Economics of Military Export Sales: 23)

(:)
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through FMS . These sales will in turn generate a total of

5490 million dollars worth of purchases from US industries

(Ref 48 :25) . At a 65 percent tax recoupment rate that

means the F-l5 program will result in the recoupment of 3568

million dollars in tax revenues for the US government .

Similar recoupments are to be found in the sales of the F-S,

F-4, and F—14 FMS programs. Tax recoupments from these

programs can be seen in Table 4-4.

Table 4-4

US Tax Recoupments

(Millions of Dollars)

F-5A/B F-5E F-4E F- l4 F-15

Recoupments 215 267 1 3122 13001 3568 1

Through Completed 1977 1974 1978 1981

1. Estimated

(Adapted from Chapter III Economics of Military Exports Sales) .

In short , tax revenues attributable to FMS are significant.

They are hidden, however, in general revenues and are not

credited to each weapon systems procurement costs.

Learning Curves

Learning curve theory assumes that as workers learn an

— 
operation their efficiency improves and the direct labor

cost per unit decreases. This phenomenon prevails in many

industries and its existence has been verified by empir ical

data and controlled tests. In fact, the aerospace industry

J - 
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has been using learning curves for years to predict reductions

in costs as the number of consecutive items produced increased .

The basis of learning curve theory is that each time

the total quantity of items produced doubles , the unit  cost

per item is reduced by a constant percentage of its previous

cost. As an example , assume the production of a modern

f ighter uses a learning factor of approximately .95. This

means that the direct labor cost to produce the 100th unit

will be approximately 95 percent of the direct labor costs

incurred to produce the 50th unit .  This process continues

as the cumulative number of aircraft produced-increases,

but most of the cost reductions or potential cost savings

occur during the f i r st  50 co 100 units produced .

( Because learning curve cost savings occur early in

production runs , Department of Defense learning curve cost

savings attributable to foreign military sales are dependent

on the timing of the FNS procurement. Since in most pro-

curements US orc~’.ers are filled prior to FMS orders , little,

if any, cost savings are generated by foreign military sales.

However, in programs such as the AWACS where FMS deliveries

occur very early in the production (before the 100th air-

craft) savings can be substantial. The CBO studies esti-

mated learning curve savings on the AWACS wiil reach 118.8

million dollars by 1981 (Ref 25:X).
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Production Line Gap

Production line gap occurs when a f irm encounter s an

absence of firm commitments to purchase it’s products.

In this situation it is often more advantageous to the

firm to shut down its production line rather than keep
- 

it open . However , the closing and subsequent reopening

of a production line generates certain additional -

- 
costs which are passed on to the company ’s customers. When

the DOD or other customers can avoid paying a portion or all

of these additional costs, production line gap savings ocOur.

In certain instances foreign military sales have filled

the gap between US procurements . The C-i30 is an excel-lent

example of this situation. The C-l30 production line

produces 36 aircraft  a year , but in fiscal year 1977 only

six of the aircraft were purchased by the US government .

The government personnel interviewed contended that this

purchase and prior year purchases were not large enough

to jus t i fy  keeping the production line open without the help

of foreign purchases. In other words, the government has

been saved the additional expense of closing and reopening

- the production line in order to fu l f i l l  its own procurements

- 
- of the C—l30. - 
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“Other” is a general category for other types of cost

savings . The costs in this category are normally nonrecur-

ring costs that the US government is able. to share with the

foreign customers of the product (Ref 25:V) . As an

- 
example , a prorata share of nonrecurring production costs

such as tooling on new production lines is charged to

• the foreign customers and is credited to the appropriate

- - 
procurement appropriation (Ref 3 0 : 3 ) .  However , these

cost savings are generally small in comparison to overhead

and R&D recoupments .

The FMS Sales Mix and Savings

( 

The amount of cost savings from foreign military sales

is largely dependent on the type of weapon system being

sold . Certain types of foreign military sales such as

aircraft, missiles, vehicles , weapons , and communications

equipment all have the potential to generate significant

cost savings (Ref 25: 13—14). However, sales of ships,

• ammunition, construction packages, maintenance and supply

• services, training, and other services have historically

generated little if any cost savings. Table 4-5 contains

recent FMS sales mixes for these categories and shows that

in fiscal years 1972 through 1974 66 to 77 percent of

the foreign military sales in those years were in the

high cost savings categories. In 1975 the percentage of

the sales in Li.e high cost savings categories dropped to 51

_  ~~~~~~~~~~~
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Table 4—5
f

- Foreign Military Sales By Sales Category

(Fiscal Years)

Percent of Annual Sales

Category 1972 1973 1974 1975

Aircraft 53 53 - 45 27
Missiles 6 18- 7 14
Vehicles & - -

Weapons 9 13 12 7
• Communications 

-

Equipment 3 3 4 7

Subtotal 71 77 66 51

Ships 2 2 12 15
Other Equipment 5 3 4 7

Sub otal 7 5 16 22

Ammunition 6 5 5 10
Construction 0 0 0 1

t (~ 
Repair &

‘— I Maintenance 4 1 0 2
Supply Operations 3 3 4 4
Training 4 4 2 3
Other Services 7 5 6 9

Subtotal 24 17 17 29

(Adapted from Budgetary Cost Savings to the Department
of Defense Resulting from Foreign Military Sales: 16)

Note: Totals may not add do to rounding.

-~-; ( ,,)
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percent. In the CBO study data from the 35 weapon systems

previously mentioned were analyzed in order to estimate an

average total savings per dollar of foreign military sales.

Assuming a sales mix in which 50 percent of the sales were

capable of producing cost savings the analysis yielded an

average total savings of .07 dollars per dollar of foreign

military sales (Ref 25: 22) . Governmer~t R&D recoupments

• accounted for .02 dollars of that savings figure . When 70

percent of the sales were capable of producing savings, the

savings figures jumped to .10 and .03 dollars per dollar

of FMS respectively .

Summary -

C. Foreign military sales have traditionally been jus-

tified on the basis of foreign policy . However , in recent

years US government/DOD cost savings have provided economic

justification for foreign military sales. Although the

cost savings attributable to FMS are not easily measured , they

have been addressed in two Congressional Budget Office

• studies. It appears that the major US government/DOD cost

• savings resulting from FMS occur through R&D, overhead, and

tax recoupments. Additional savings are also possible as a

result of learning curve effects and a reduction in production

line gaps. FMS generates cost savings in each of the areas

mentioned above, but the actual amount of the savings is

dependent on the size, timing, and type of the FMS procurement.

(:)
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V. FMS AND THE DIB

C
From 1970 to 1974 DIB defense sales as a percentage of

total sales of the DIB declined from 19.8 percent to 11.8 per-

cent (Ref 15:43). This drop is indicative of the reduction

in the amount of defense business accomplished by all segments

of the DIB. -

Commercially oriented companies in the DIB (approximately

- 45 percent of the companies in the DIB) account for approx-

• imately 50 percent of all defense hardware procurements. Per-

ceived diff icul t ies  in doing business with the DOD have , how-

ever , caused commercially oriented companies in the DIB to

reduce their volume of defense business. As a result the per-

centage of defense sales of the DIB ’ s commercially or iented

companies relative to their total sales has declined from 9.5

percent in 1970 to 4.8 percent in 1974 (Re f 15:43) .  In addi-

tion , since these companies generally regard defense orders as -

a supplement to their primary business, it seems unlikely that

they will significantly adjust their business strategies to

respond to future changes in defense procurement requirements

and regulations (Ref 14:4).

• Companies with a high defense orientation (approximately 22

percent of the companies in the DIB) in general do not have con-

tracts (Ref 14:4). The percentage of defense sales relative to

total sales of the DIB’s high defense oriented companies has

declined from 83.8 percent in 1970 to 78.1 percent in 1974

(Ref 15:43). As a result these companies are still heavily

- - () dependent on defense customers for their business (Ref 14:4).

_________ • . ._ _ ____;.—_ 



The DIB companies with a mode-rate defense orientation

are somewhat less dependent on defense contracts for their

business than the highly defense oriented companies.

Companies with a moderate defense orientation depend on

defense sales for between 15 and 45 percent of their

business. However , like the highly defense oriented

companies their abili ty to change to commercial contracts is

somewhat limited (Ref 14:5). AS a result it appears that

both the high and moderately defense oriented companies in

the DIB (approximately 55 percent of the DIB) are to varying

degrees dependent on defense contracts and responsive to

c~ianges in DOD policies and regulations.

- Foreign mili tary sales represent a growing portion. of

the DIB’s defense business. Between 1970 and 1975 the DIB’s
~
- exports of military goods and services grew from 9 to 49

percent of the DIB’s military procurements (Ref 15:33).

During the same time period FMS ’s share of these exports

grew from 52 to 89 percent. As a result there are some

sectors of the DIB which have become economically dependent

on FMS. ; - -

Economic dependency on FMS refers to the extent which

foreign military sales affect the management of industries

in the DIB. The most visible affect of foreign military

sales is an increase in sales, but an increase in sales also

influences decisions on investments, resource usage,

employment policies , and product selection. In turn these

(j~
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. f decisions impact other managerial decisions at all levels

of management within an industry. Foreign military sales

have grown to the point where FMS is an important consideration

in the management of many corporations within the DIB.

The effects of the growth in foreign military sales

have been magnified by the decline in domestic military

- 
procurements. Table 5-1 shows a gradual decline in domestic

• procurements through 1976 , with a sudden upturn in 1977.

However , in constant dollars the decline has continued . In

constant 1967 dollars domestic military procurements have

declined from 25.8 billion dollars in 1967 to 14.0 billion

dollars in 1977; a drop of 46 percent (Ref 15:33—39).

Table 5-1 also shows the rapid growth of foreign military

ç- procurements. In current dollars foreign military procure-

ments have grown from 1.952 billion dollars in 1967 to 6.9

billion dollars in 1977; a growth of 350 percent . In constant

dollars the growth is less dramatic. In constant 1967 dollars

foreign military procurements grew from 1.952 to 3.3 billion

dollars; a growth of only 169 percent. Although FMS has ~~t - 

-

. completely offset the decline in domestic military procurements,

- it has become a larger portion of the DIB’s business and has

exerted a greater influence on the DIB.

- Aerospace Economic Dependency

The aerospace industry (aircraf t and missiles) is

dependent on exports for a significant portion of its military

(
~ procurement contracts. As can be seen in Table 5-1, from 

- - :-
~ ‘-t 

-
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Table 5.-I

TOTAl. MI l iTA RY PROCUREMENTS - -

(Mi1lio. a of Current Dollars )

Fiscal Vehicles &• Yea r Market Aircraft Missiles Ships Weapons Ammunition EIeetronk~s Total

1967 Domestic 9,677 4,333 2.048 2.055 3.554 4 ,160 25.627• Foreign 819 145 333 327 171 157 1 ,952
Total 10 ,496 4, 418 2.391 2.382 3.725 4.317 27.779

1.6$ Domestic 9.470 4.732 1.943 2.095 4.513 3,727 26,480
• Foreign 740 205 39 311 18$ IS? 1.641

- Total 10.210 4 ,937 1,982 2.406 4,70 1 3.884 28,121

1649 Domestic 8,311 5,239 1 ,457 1,61i1 4.852 3,762 25 .227
Foreign 1 .257 373 38 287 158 140 2.253
Total 9.574 5,612 1,495 1,886 5.010 3,902 27,460

117$ Domestic 8.596 4,285 1,629 1.314 3.020 3,160 20.504
Foreign 703 172 111 245 203 313 1 ,747
Total 7,299 4 ,951 1.740 1,559 3,223 3,473 22 ,251

1171 Domestic 6.896 4,454 2,495 1.134 2,143 3,061 20 ,185
ForeIgn 1.573 219 96 456 307 186 2 .836
Total 8 .469 4 ,673 2 ,591 1,590 2,450- 3.247 23 ,021

( 1172 Domestic 7.551 4,973 2,217 1,001 2,583 3,700 22 ,085
ForeIgn 2,696 315 107 546 314 181 4,219
Total 10,247 5,268 2 ,384 1,547 2,951 3.881 26,304

1173 Domestic 6,140 4,429 2,115 978 2,247 3,539 19 ,441
ForeIgn 2,910 940 112 229 346 185 4,721
Total 9 ,040 5 ,369 2, 227 1,207 2 ,593 3,724 24 .168

1974 DomestIc 6,481 4.226 3,704 1,217 1,535 3,691 20,160
ForeIgn 5,065 838 l~244 1.67$ 1,004 365 10 ,194
Total 11 .546 5,064 4,948 2.791 2,539 4 ,062 30,954

1115 Domestic 6,700 4,595 3.530 1,387 1,294 4,611 22 ,184
Foreign 3,766 1,917 2 ,092 1,022 1,508 319 10.625
Total 10.466 6,512 5,628 2.409 2,802 4.990 32.809

111$ Domestic 8,451 3 ,161 4,561 1.606 1,587 1,562 21,434
- Fore ign 1.200

Total 29, 634

lIlT Domestic 1.804 72$ 14$ 321 211 353 4.156
• 

- 
Foreign . 2,000
Total 8.156

1177 DomestIc 11,226 4,175 7.111 1,723 1.31$ 2,241 21,310
Foreign 6.100

- Total - 36 .210

(The Defense Industrial Base: 33)

-
-
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1
, 1967 through 1970 aerospace military exports held relatively

constant. However, from 1971 through 1975 aerospace

military exports grew from 13.6 to 33.4 percent of the total

aerospace military procurements . FNS has accounted for a

large portion of this increase. In 1975 FNS accounted for

• nearly 90 percent of the aerospace industry ’s mili tary

exports (Ref 15:35) .

As a result of the increase in FMS as a percentage of

total aerospace military procurements, some aerospace

companies have become economically dependent on foreign

military sales. The dependency varies with the commercial !

military orientation of the company and the current sales of

the products the company produces. As an example, Boeing

(~ 
sells a large number of commercial transports and has very

little dependency on FMS . However , in the case of companies

like Northrop , Lockheed , and McDonnell Douglas which are
- marketing mili tary aircraf t the economic dependency on FMS

ranges from strong to moderate.

Northrop , one of the largest foreign mili tary sales

contractors, to a great extent develops and builds aircraft

for the foreign military sales market. In 1976 Northrop

received 1.3 billion dollars for sales of the F-5 and related

equipment; a total equivalent to 87 percent of its military

contracts for that year (Ref 33:60). In addition, Northrop ’s

foreign military sales are expected to grow with the sale of

the newly developed R.F-5, projected sales of the F18 , and

( ) the continued sale of the F-5 (Ref 1:28).

~, ~~ 
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The Lockheed Corporation is an example where FMS has

played a vital role in the survival of a company . In recent

years FMS and US procurements of the C-l30 have produced the

bulk of Lockheed ’s revenues ( (Ref 17:28) . Had it not been

for the foreign military sales of the C-l30 and other US

military contracts such as the C-5 , TR-l , and the Trident

missile, Lockheed would have had difficulty weathering its

• losses incurred on the production of the L-loll (Ref 38:23).

• McDonnell Douglas’ economic dependence on FMS is pro- - -

bably best classified as moderate. McDonnell Douglas has

traditionally built military aircr aft for sale to the

Department of Defense. The production of the F-4 and the

- F-l5 are excellent examples of this philosophy . However,

( sales of the F-4 have continued even though the last US

procurement was in 1972. To date roughly 50 percent - of the

F—4’s produced 2500 have been sold to foreign customers or

roughly 50 percent of the total production. Similar

projections are being made for the- sale of the F-l5, with a
- - US procurement of 749 aircraft and a foreign procuremenc of

695 aircraft. As a result McDonnell Douglas ’ economic

• dependency on FMS will probably continue to be moderate.

However, like other aerospace companies , the degree of

economic dependency will vary depending on the availability

of domestic sales , the company ’s financial condition, and

the type of product the company chooses to produce.

I ~ 
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Research and Development Funding

The aerospace industry has traditionally been a vital

source of high technology products. In recent years the

industry ’s sale of these products has expanded through

extensive sales effor ts  both domestic and abroad . However ,

maintaining dominance in these markets has forced the

aerospace industry to maintain a high level of R&D efforts.

As a result the aerospace industry now supports approx-

mately 30 percent of all industrial R&D performed in the

United States (Ref 3 :94) . These aerospace R&D e f for ts

account for nearly 20 percent of the industry ’s annual

revenues (Ref 4:53).

Aerospace R&D efforts are predominately financed ~y US

government R&D appropriations and FMS R&D recoupments. The

industry is the number one recipient of government R&D

contracts and receives over half of the government funds

contracted for industrial R&D (Ref 4:53). In fiscal year

1975 federal funding accounted for 4.5 billion dollars or

over 80 percent of the aerospace industry ’s R&D funding

(Ref 3:59). Table 5-2 shows the share of aerospace R&D

efforts funded by company and federal funds. Included in the

federal funds are the R&D recoupments discussed in Chapter IV.

The industry funded portion of the R&D programs is also

dependent on FMS, but in a more indirect manner. Industry

R&D efforts are financed by profits from past sales of the

- - 

industry ’s products. In the case of the aerospace industry

- - 
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Table 5—2

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ALL INDUSTRIES AND THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

Calendar Years 1960 to Data
(Millions of Dol lars )

All Indust ries Aerospac ea lndusti y

Vest Federa l
TOTA L TOTAL Government Compa ny

Funds Funds

1800 $ 10,509 $ 3,514 $ 3,150 $ 364
1961 10,908 3,829 3,438 392
1962 11.464 4,042 3,588 454
1963 12,630 4,712 4,261 452
1964 13,512 5,078 4,621 457

1965 14.105 5.148 4,499 649
1966 15,548 5,526 4,724 802
1967 16,385 5,669 4,531 1,138

-
- 

1968 17,429 5,776 4,544 1 ,232
( - 1969 18,308 5,909 4,554 1,355

1970 18,062 5.245 4,032 1,213
1971 18,311 4 ,~$12 3C)flfl 1 ,012
1972 19.383 4~W2 4,1J43 948
1973 20 ,921 5,0h4 3,995 1,089

22 ,399 5,318 4,140 1,177

1975 23,535 5,724 4,527 1,198

Source: N,jtl o nai Science Found at ion .
a Inc ludes com panies primarily enga-Jed In the manufacture of aircraft and E~ r t% ,

SIC Code 372 , and the manuf acturo of ordnanc e and accessories , includ ing
comp lete guided missiles and space vehicles , SIC Code 19.

r RevIsed.

(Aerospac e Facts and Figures, 197?/78 : 95)
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C dependent on the volume of foreign military sales and

other exports.

5-
Other Effects

Increased sales and R&D recoupments are highly visible

effects of FMS on the DIB. There are , however , numerous

other effects  caused by foreign military sales. Increased

sales generally mean more profits  for the companies receiving
• the sales. More profits can lead to industry expansion and

investment. Even without new investments or expansion the

increase in sales and resultant higher production can have

a direct effect on the industry ’ s plant and equipment

utilization rates. The higher production rates can also

( affect  the employment levels in the industry. In effect

FMS affects the DIB in a number of interrelated ways which

in turn influence a multitude of decisions and people -

within the DIB.

Production Capacity

The production capacity of the DIB is one area which

can be greatly affected by FMS. Between 1967 and 1974 US

manufacturers of aircraft, missiles, and electronic equipment

maintained a 61 to 6-2 percent utilization rate for their

plant and equipment (Ref 15:83).  This means that these

industries were supporting an excess production capacity

of 38 to 39 percent during this time period . However ,

the recent growth in foreign military sales has provided

these industries with an opportunity to use their excess

- -
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:- production capacity . This in turn can reduce the overhead

rates discussed in Chapter IV and lower the cost of these

- I - industries’ products.

In the absence of foreign military sales the DIB ’ s

options for the use of its excess capacity are limited . The

DIB can continue to support its excess capacity to produce

military goods , but this option is not very profitable . The

• other option is to convert the excess capacity into the

production of civilian goods. This option is more profitable ,

but not always possible in heavy defense oriented companies

(Ref 15:5). In addition, there is also a considerable DOD

concern about possible conversion of any defense production

capabilities since this conversion would constitute further

( 

erosion of the DIB.

Investments

Investment in the DIB is also affected by FMS. Low

profit levels and the instability of US and FMS defense

markets have made investment in defense industries somewhat

risky . In a LMI survey of DIB companies 70 percent of the

companies expressed a greater willingness to invest in

commercial business than in defense business. Less than two

percent preferred to invest in defense business (Ref 15:79).
However, the instability of FMS markets has not prevented

some companies from investing based on projected sales in

foreign markets.

(
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C Companies such as Northrop and Lockheed have invested

considerable funds in competing for FNS contracts. Northrop

produces the F-5 for FNS in facilities almost entirely owned

by the company and has financed the development of the RF-5.

Lockheed produces the C—130 in government owned facilities ,

but in recent yr irs has financed continuous production with

- company funds on the basis of projected foreign sales and

without the benefits of progress payments. An example is

last year ’s sale of C—130’s to Sudan. The contracts were

signed in November and the first aircraft were delivered in

February. The fact that Lockheed funded the production

without a contract enabled delivery over a year faster than

if production had started with the signing of the contracts-.

( — In each case Northrop and Lockheed took a risk, but the

benefits from the foreign military sales outweighed the

risks or the investments probably would not have been made.

Employment

As discussed in Chapter III, foreign military sales

contribute to employment in all sectors of the economy. FMS

- also directly affects the employment in the nIB. Properly

timed foreign military sales can extend production runs and

fill the gap between US procurements. This allows

the labor force to remain relatively constant and avoids

the cost associated with cyclic layoffs of workers. In

fact, the government personnel interviewed indicated that

McDonnell Douglas and other aerospace companies have gone to 
-
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~ C considerable efforts to time FMS contracts so as to avoid

changes in the production rates and employment levels.

- FMS Risks

The DIB is to some extent dependent on foreign

military sales for additional sales, R&D funding , investment

recoupments, a stable work force, and facilities utiliza-

tion. However , this economic dependency on FMS does impose

certain additional risks on the DIB. In the opinion of

11 of the 15 individuals interviewed , foreign military

sales represent a greater economic risk to the contractor

than US defense contracts or commercial sales. These

individuals felt that the additional FNS risks came from
-

the influence of the US government on the FMS market ,

the influence of the US government on the FMS market ,

the reduced reliability of cost estimates over extended lead

times , and the legitimate marketing expenses which are not

allowed under the present FMS pricing regulations.

The other four individuals took an opposite view

and implied that the government ’s role as a middleman

- 
actually reduced the economic risks of the contractors

for foreign military sales. They stated that they knew of

no signed FMS contracts that had ever been terminated and

that the payment for the contractor ’s affects  were collected

and paid by the US government . In addition , they felt

that the government ’s influence on the market reduces any

contractual problems the contractor might normally expect

-
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(- 
to have with a foreign commercial sale.

Government Influence
5-

One reason for additional risks on foreign military

sales is the extent which the US government dominates and

controls FMS. Both the President and Congress exercise

considerable control over FMS. Their control has increased

in recent years. As a result a significant portion of the

DIB’s business is regulated and controlled by the US govern-

ment. -

There are several reasons why government controls on

foreign military sales can create additional risks for the

contractors. Despite the fact that none of the individuals

interviewed knew of any FNS contract termination , there is

an increased possibility of contract termination with FMS

contracts. In effect there are two different parties which

can terminate an FNS contract, the foreign government and

the US government. Since foreign military sales are an

instrument of US foreign policy, actions by a foreign government

contrary to US foreign policy can lead to the cancellation

of the contract by the US government if the sale is no

longer in the interests of the United States. This situation

does not occur on domestic procurements.

The costs associated with contract terminations are

usually covered by a termination clause in the contract.

This clause provides a compensatory payment to the contrac-

tor for the loss of the contract. However, the p~.jment is

—~~ . 
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generally less than what the contract would have received
( 

had the contract been completed. Since the possibility of

contract termination is greater on FMS contracts than on

domestic contracts, the possibili ty of this loss is an

additional risk which a contractor takes by taking a foreign

military sales contract.

A second reason why government controls on FMS can

cause additional FMS risks is the government’s influence

over the FMS market. All foreign military sales exceeding

25 million dollars in value must be approved by Congress.

As a result there is an element of risk associated with the

probability that a given sale will be approved . If the

sales are not approved, the contractor is subject to the

loss of precontract award costs expended in furthering the

sales and any potential business lost while pursuing the

FMS contract.

A third risk associated with government controls is

that of allowable/unallowable cost. Defense Procurement

Circular 76.4 ini~ iates an effort to recognize the legitimate

cost of doing business with foreign governments. However,

in the opinion of most of the government personnel interviewed,

• the Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) was written

for US defense contracts and does not adequately address or

recognize the costs associated with foreign military sales.

As a result the contractors are not compensated for many of

the costs associated with doing business in foreign countries.

::
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-- When contractors do business with foreign governments,

they are subject to different  laws , regulations, and

customs. As a result additional costs above and beyond

normal US defense contract costs , such as agents fees and

• advertising , may be incurred . These costs are disallowed

- - 
on US defense contracts and are only partially allowed

- on FMS contracts. This disallowance represents an element

of cost risk since many of the costs expended were

- 

‘ required in order to obtain the contract.

Long Lead Time Cost Estimates

- The sales of products with long R&D and production

phases tend to induce risks associated with cost estimates .

t Cost estimates on long lead time products are usually less

- - ~ accurate than shorter term estimates because of the

uncertainties about future inflation rates, labor costs ,

technological difficulties , and other factors which affec t

the price of the product. As a result a firm takes a risk
- whenever it makes a cost estimate for a long lead time

procurement. This risk is influenced by the type of

contract , with the greatest risks occurring on firm fixed

- price contracts.

- Long lead time cost estimation risks exist on US

defense contracts , but the risks are compounded on foreign

military sales. The processing of the Letter of Of fer/

-~~~ Acceptance (LOA) often takes from six months to a year.

I - 

- - 
This delay extends the time period between the cost estimate

and actual production, thus increasing the uncertainty of

4 _
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f the cost estimate and decreasing the company ’s ability

to produce the product at the estimated price .
I

- 
Summary

Some companies in the DIB have developed an economic

- dependency on foreign military sales. Declines in the real

• value of DOD contracts have forced the contractors to look

for additional business. Some contractors have -taken

on new commercial contracts , but a significant portion of

the decline has been offset  by an increase in FMS contracts.

As a result most defense contractors have continued to

produce military products, but have shifted some of their

dependency from US government contracts to FMS contracts.

(.  Foreign military sales affect both private and

DOD R&D funding . In the aerospace industry FMS effects on

R&D funding are especially critical since the federal

government fund s over 80 percent of the industry ’s

industrial R&D e f for ts  and the industry ’ s future sales ,

both FMS and DOD , depend on these effor ts .

• Implicitly FMS also affects  DIB resource utilization,

employment, and investment policies. Foreign military

sales have enabled some companies to increase their equip-

ment utilization rates and to maintain a relatively stable

employment base . In addition, the volume and value of FMS

procurements can- to some extent affect company investment

— decisions.
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1. 
~ 

Foreign military sales essentially d i f fe r  from

domestic defense contracts in that they also have

additional economic risks not found on normal US defense

contracts. Government controls on FMS directly affect the

FMS market and the allowability of costs associated with the

- FMS sales. In addition , the extra time required for the

• processing of FMS proposal and contracts increases the

risks associated with the cost estimates on the FMS

contracts.

I
- -
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VI. FMS POLICY CHANGES

Changes in foreign military sales policies reflect

changing political and economic conditions. When the

political and economic environment changes , the criteria

by which previous FMS policies were measured are sometimes

no longer valid . As a result new policies are adopted based

on new criteria which are often very different  from the

previous criteria. In other words, in a changing political

and economic environment policy changes are expected and

inevitable. However , the effects of the changes are not

always what was expected or intended.

Several recently enacted or proposed FNS policy changes

have a potential economic impact on the aerospace industry/

DIB. These changes include the deletion of the FMS profit

factor and President Carter ’s 19 May 1977 proposals for

reducing US involvement in foreign military sales.

All of these proposals are recent , however , and

therefore little empirical evidence is available for

measuring their economic effects. An attempt to measure the

economic effects of these proposals was made by interviewing

• people knowledgeable in the field of FMS . Opinions about

the potential economic effects of these changes on the

aerospace industry were asked for in interviews with govern-

ment personnel associated with the aerospace industry and

foreign military sales. The opinions expressed in this -

chapter are the writer ’s interpretation of the interview

_ _  : 
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C responses unless otherwise indicated .

The FMS Profit Factor

The weighted guidelines method is used by the government

to establish the government’s profit objective for defense

contracts. The value of the profit objective is determined

by adding the profits awarded for contractor effort, risks ,

facilities investment, and special profit factors. One of

the special profit factors was a one to four percent (of

estimated total cost) profit  factor for foreign military

sales contracts.

Originally the one to four percent profit factor for

FMS in the weighted guidelines profit  formula was intended

- - I C to compensate for additional risks incurred by companies

participating in foreign military sales. These risks are not

the same risks compensated for by the contractor risk profit

factor. Armed Service Procurement Regulation (ASPR) 3-808.5(c)

recognizes norma l contract risk through the - contractor risk

profit factor. The FMS profit factor was intended to compensate

the contractor for risks such as those discussed in Chapter V.

- Another reason often given for having the FMS profit

factor was to encourage companies to participate in foreign

military sales. This reasoning was consistent with the Nixon

Doctrine of the early 1970’s and was not inconsistent with

the ASPR regulations. By providing a FNS profit factor to

compensate for the additional risks associated with FMS,

81
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f the profit factor implicitly encouraged participation in

foreign military sales.
5-

Deletion of the FMS Profit Factor

The FMS profit factor was deleted from the weighted

guidelines profit formula by a DOD message in March of 1977

but the reason for the deletion was not given in the message.

The thesis interviews yielded three different opinions as

to the reason for the FNS profit factor deletion. 
-

The reason given in the majority of the interviews for

the deletion of the FMS profit factor was to- reduce US

contractor participation in FMS . However , none of the nine

individuals giving this reason felt that it was a very

effective way to reduce foreign military sales. Foreign

military sales represent a substantial portion of the DIB

business. As a result the reduction in FMS profits has not

been enough to offset  the effects of the volume of FMS on

the DIB’s business and contractor participation in foreign

military sales has not declined.

A second reason given for the deletion of the FMS

profit factor was as a punishment for financial improprieties

such as the bribing of foreign officials.  However , this

view was not widely accepted and was given in only 2 of the

15 interviews. The other 13 individuals felt that since the

deletion affected all contractors and all contractors were

not involved with financial improprieties , the deletion was
- - 

not a form of punishment to the contractors.
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A third reason given for the deletion of the FMS profit

factor was that there was no justification for any additional

profits on FMS contracts. Only 3 of the 15 people interviewed

specifically mentioned this reason . However , several others

during the course of the interviews alluded to the diff icult ies

• of just ifying the increment of the FMS profit  factor awarded .

Although the ASPR authorized the FMS profit factor to

compensate for FMS risks and specified reasons for justifying

the profit level awarded , these individuals felt that the FMS

profit factor was indiscriminately being given at the four

percent level without considering the actual risks the

contractors took in fulfilling their FMS contracts. In short,

some companies received the full four percent FMS profit

- C factor without taking enough risks to justify the level of

the profit awarded.

Effects of the Deletion

In response to the question “has the deletion of the one

to four percent profit factor accomplished its purpose?” only

two of the 15 government personnel interviewed answered “yes ” .

These two felt that the FMS profit factor deletion was

• punishing the contractors. In addition, they felt that the

• reduction in profits would reduce the amount of money avail-

able for future financial improprieties. However, there was

little support for this line of reasoning among the other

government personnel interviewed. -

r
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-f All nine of the interviewees who believed that the

deletion of the FNS profit factor was an attempt to discourage

contractor participation in foreign military sales felt that

the deletion had not accomplished this purpose. One reason

for this belief was that the deletion message essentially

- contradicted the assumed purpose of the deletion. The

• message deleting the FNS profit factor instructed the

contract negotiators to give due consideration to additional

cost and risks of foreign mili tary sales in establishing

the weighted guidelines profit objective. As a result some

of the ccntracting officials have tried to compensate for

the loss of the FMS profit factor by allowing certain costs

which otherwise might not be allowed and awarding higher

profits on the other profit categories. However, none of

the interviewees felt that the total loss of the FMS

- profit factor could be offset in this manner.

The individuals who believed that the level of the FMS

profit factor being awarded was usually not justified also

felt that the deletion of the profit factor had not solved

‘ the problem of determining the level of profit appropriate

for a given level of contractor risks and efforts. They

felt that the additional risks of FMS discussed in Chapter V

were still present and that the profit factor was justified

and needed to compensate the contractors for the additional

- - 
risks taken. In their opinion the problem of justifying

a FMS profit level was not solved ; it was just avoided .

r ~ 
Lr~
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The responses to the question concerning the contractors ’

opinions about the FMS profit factor deletion indicated that
I

the defense contractors were very vocal about the profit

factor deletion. In the contractors’ opinion the deletion

of the FMS profit factor was not justified . In addition ,

the contractors were dissatisfied with DOD efforts to offset

- the deletion of the FMS profit factor. In the opinion of the

Council of Defense and Space Industry Association (CODSIA)

the DOD ’s efforts to offset the adverse effects of the FMS

profit factor deletion were sincere, but would fall short of

providing an offset sufficient to permit pricing which

adequately recognizes the special risks and cost factors

involved in foreign military sales (Ref 34: A—5).

(1 Since the deletion of the FNS profit factor , the final

negotiated profit rate on aerospace FMS contracts has been

two to three percentage points lower despite some ef forts

to increase profits on other cost categories. Even though

persons interviewed would not specify the effects of the

FMS profit deletion on specific companies , most felt that the

reduction in profits would to some extent affec t most

company decisions. The aerospace corporate decisions most

• frequently mentioned as possibly being affected by reduced

profits were R&D funding and capital investment. However,

the interviewee’s comments also indicated a belief that

aerospace contractors were so heavily dependent on FMS

that they would continue to pursue FMS contracts despite the

reduction in profits.
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FMS Annual Ceiling

The placement of an annual ceiling on the value of

foreign military sales was one of President Carter ’s

proposals for reducing the US’s role in the world arms market.
- 

The initial reaction to the President ’s proposal was a strong

• prediction that there would be a drastic cutback in the

DIB ’s business (Ref 20:34). This prediction was based on a

- presidential cancellation of four billion dollars in pending

sales as well as the cancellation of the foreign military

- sales of 240 F—l8’s to Iran. However, the interview discussions

indicated that with the possible exception of the F-18 sale

to Iran, most of the sales reductions have not materialized

and the ceiling has had little, if any , effect on the US’s role

as a worlds arms merchant.

There are several reasons why the annual ceiling on

the value of FMS shipments has had little effect on reducing

foreign military sales. The cancellation of large numbers

of FMS sales could have seriously dampened the US

economy and speeded the erosion of the DIB. Defense

- industry lobbyists and other proponents of FMS expressed

• this opinion to Congress and in the news media. As a result

there are several loopholes in the FNS policies which

effectively negate the effects of the FMS ceiling .

The largest loophole is the exclusion from the ceiling

of the NATO allies, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and Israel.

Sales to these countries and certain types of sales such as

( construction to all countries are not counted against the FMS
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• ( ceiling. As a result the FNS ceiling essentially only limit

the annual sales of arms to the Niddle East and third world

countries. However, di fferent interpretations of circum-

stances surrounding sales to these countries can circumvent

the ceiling.

An excellent example of interpreting the circumstances

• surrounding a sale is the sale of 70 F—15’s to Saudi Arabia.

The Saudi Arabian buy was presented as one sale , but the sale

was placed on three different LOA ’ s. One might argue that

this division of the sale reflects the requirements for three

different years, but many of the program purchases and cost

projections are based on the total sale. In the opinion of

the individuals associated with this sale, the sale is

essentially one sale despite being on three different LOA ’s.

The 1978 sale of F-5’s to Eygpt was also handled in this man-

ner. Placing an order on multiple LOA ’ s may reflect the

requirements for different years , but it also avoids the FMS

ceiling in the ini tial year.

R&D for FNS

A second proposal by President Carter for controlling

FMS was to restrict the sales of military products developed

solely for export. In the aerospace industry this policy

most visibly affects Northrop. Northrop developed the

~-5 solely for FNS and has since developed an RF-5 for foreign

customers. In the opinion of the interviewed government

(. personnel associated with Northrop, a loss of these sales could
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H ( financially hurt Northrop. However , these individuals did

not know to what extent this policy would be enforced
I

or if it would apply to Northrop, since Northrop had

encountered very few restrictions for the marketing of

new RF—5. In short, it is too early to tell how the restric-
• tion on R&D for FNS will be enforced or the potential effect

on defense contractors.

• Modifications for PMS

President Carter ’s proposal to ban FNS modifications to

improve advanced weapon systems is similar to his R&D proposal.

However , the potential effects of this proposal appear to be

far more extensive than the 1~&D proposal. Northrop performs

a considerable amount of modification work on its products

for foreign customers. Companies such as NcDonnel Douglas and

Lockheed also accept foreign contracts to modify their products.

As an example, McDonnel Douglas has contracted to modi fy  the

Japanese F-15 under a 20 million dollar commercial contract.

The government sources interviewed indicated that other

aerospace contractors had similar FNS and commercial contracts.

In fact, in 1974 the value of export modification, conversion ,

and overhauls was 495 million dollars (Ref 60:180). If the

ban on modifications to improve advanced weapon systems were

to be rigorously enforced , the aerospace industry could lose

a sizable portion of this business.

()



• ( FMS and Co-production

One of President Carter ’s proposals was that co-production

agreements would be banned on all future foreign military

sales. Despite the President’s views about co-production

agreements on future foreign military sales, approximately

half of the individuals interviewed felt that co-production

• would be a requirement on most major foreign military

• sales of the future. On the other hand, the other half

did not feel that there would be co-production on future

foreign military sales. However, they did agree that

co-production, if allowed to occur , would probably involve

the more industrialized nations such as Japan and NATO.

Although co-production will probably exist on future

foreign military sales ,.the economic effects of a ban on

co-production is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Summary

Defense contractors are especially responsive to

changes in US government policies and regulations. Each

• policy change which affects some facet of the defense

contractor ’s business such as sales or profits influences

the way the contractors do business. The deletion of the

FNS profit factor reduced the contractors ’ profits on foreign

military sales. This reduction in profits has the potential

to affect many of the contractors’ economic decisions and

could lead to further erosion of the Defense Industrial
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C Base.

President Carter ’s P145 policy changes have not been

• fully implemented . In many cases there has not been enough

time for the effects of those changes that have been imple-

mented to be fully felt by the defense contractors. Empirical

- data on the effects of the President’s policy changes was not

available through government sources. However, the majority

of the individuals interviewed expressed the opinion that

President Carter ’s FMS policies, as presently enforced , have

had little , if any , L’upact on foreign military sales. In

addition They felt that if rigorously enforced , President

Carter ’s proposals could create a reduction in FMS which would

have a significant economic impact on defense contractors.

~{J 
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( VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

L The evolution of the present foreign military sales

programs began in 1940 with the Lend Lease Act. The Lend

Lease Act was followed by grant aid programs such as the

Marshal Plan and numerous mutual security pacts. However,

by the early 1960’s US grant aid programs had grown to the

point where they adversely affected the US economy ,

balance of payments, and the military supplies and equipment

available to the US armed services. As a result the

government implemented an aggressive program to convert grant

aid programs into foreign military sales.

In the middle 1960’s foreign military sales grew

r rapidly. In the period from 1964 to 1968 foreign military

sales doubled, reaching one billion dollars in 1968.

However, in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s the growth of

FMS was even more dramatic. Foreign military sales grew from

.97 billion dollars in 1967 to 9.4 billion dollars in 1975.

As a result the DIB has experienced an increase in total

military procurements (current dollars) despite large

decreases in dometic military purchases.

Because of the decline in domestic military procurements

and the rise in foreign military sales, the DIB has become

somewhat dependent on FMS. As a result the DIB has become

more sensitive to FMS policy changes. Several recent and

proposed FMS policy changes which have the potential to

( - economically affect the DIB include the deletion of the
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• ( one to four percent FMS profit factor, the placement of

a ceiling on the annual value of foreign military sales, a

ban on R&D efforts solely for FMS, and a ban on modifications

of advanced weapon systems for FMS. These changes were

previously discussed in Chapter VI.

The Effects of FMS Policy Changes

Empirical data by which to evaluate the economic

effects of the previously mentioned FMS policy changes

on the aerospace industry/DIB were not available for this

thesis. As a result an attempt to measure these effects

was made by interviewing government personnel knowledgeable

in the field of FMS. The opinions and conclusions presented

in this section represent for the most part the writer ’s

• interpretation of the interview responses and discussions.

Supplemental information was also obtained from literature

sources addressing FMS and the DIB.

The Deletion of the FMS Profit Factor

The deletion of the one to four percent profit factor

• for FMS from the weighted guidelines profit formula does

not appear to have reduced contractor participation in

foreign military sales. Aerospace FI4S procurements have

been bolstered by the sales of the F-15 and F-l6. In

addition, foreign military sales of older aircraft such as

the F—4 and C-130 have continued to remain high. As a result

( • it appears that aerospace P145 procurements will continue
(

- - 
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to grow or at least remain stable through the early 1980’s.

The FMS profit factor deletion has reduced aerospaceI
contractor profits on FMS contracts by one to two percent-

age points. The interview responses indicated that this

small of a reduction in profits would probably not have any

short term effects on the DIB since the DIB was so heavily

dependent on the volume of FMS for its business. However ,

the government personnel interviewed did indicate that

lower profit levels could have long term effects on the

orientation of the companies in the DIB. Possible effects

mentioned included lower capital investment levels, reduced

R&D efforts, and a gradual conversion from military to

commercial products. In other words, the loss of the FMS

• 
~ 

(H profit factor could eventually lead to further erosion of

the DIB if not offset by other factors.

The FMS Ceiling

The ceiling on foreign military sales has had little

effect on limiting foreign military sales. In fact, the

government personnel interviewed indicated very few FMS

programs have had to consider the ceiling. This

is partly because of the timing and manner in which the

sales are made. The 1978 sales of F-15’s to Saudi Arabia

and the F—5 ’s to Egypt were divided and placed on several

different LOA ’s. This division may reflect the Saudi

Arabian and Egyptian requirements for different years,

but it also avoids the FMS ceiling in 1978.
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, 
C The FMS ceiling does not appear to limit foreign

military sales in the short term, but it does provide the

potential for some long term reductions in foreign military

sales. As long as foreign military sales can be delayed

to future years there will probably be no reductions in FMS.

However, an accumulation of delayed FMS contracts in a given

year can reduce the number of sales available for that

year. In addition, a collective accumulation of delayed

contracts in several future years can extend the time

period of any future delays. If the delays become too

long, potential buyers might decide to purchase non-US

equipment. In this sense foreign military sales could be

reduced.

In short, it appears that the FMS ceiling will affect

the volume of FMS very little, unless there are restric-

tions imposed on delaying sales to future years. As a

result the FMS ceiling will probably have little effect

on the DIB except to produce a more constant FMS sales

volume.

R&D and Modifications for FMS

The proposals to ban R&D efforts solely for FMS and

• to ban modifications of advanced weapon systems for FMS

have the potential to significantly affect the DIB. The

R&D proposal seems to have the least effect of the two

proposals since most R&D efforts can be construed as being

(4) for US weapon systems. Companies such as Northrop who are
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heavily dependent on FMS could, however, be hurt by a ban

on FMS R&D efforts, but in general it is too early to tell

if an FMS R&D ban will significantly affect the DIB.

A ban on modifications of advance weapon systems for

FMS could affect the DIB in several ways. Modifications,

conversions, and overhauls of aircraft annually account

for roughly 500 million dollars of the aerospace industry ’s

export business. A rigid ban on FMS modifications could

significantly reduce this portion of the aerospace

industry ’s export business. However, different interpreta-

tions of “advanced weapon systems” could reduce the adverse

effects of such a ban.

A ban on modifications could also affect the marketability

of US weapon systems. Many aircraft systems are sold and

then modified to the purchaser ’s needs and requirements. If

modifications are not allowed, the attractiveness of the US

products is somewhat diminished. This could reduce foreign

military sales if other competing products could be

modified to meet the customer’s needs. As a result it

appears that a ban on modifications of advanced weapon

systems would not only reduce modification, conversion,

and overhaul contracts , but it could also reduce future

foreign military sales as well.

Recommendations for Further Study

This thesis has addressed several of the ways foreign

~~~~~ military sales affect the US economy , the US government,

{i 1~ . ~~~~~T 
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j ( and the DIB. Several studies have been conducted which

-• have presented an empirical analysis of the effects of FMS
t.

on the US economy and government. However , in the

literature review for this thesis little data concerning

the relationships between FMS and the DIB were found.

One suggestion for further study is to perform an empirical

- analysis of FI4S ’ support to the DIB.

A second suggestion for further study is to extend the

scope this study with interviews with contractor representatives.

This would remove this thesis’ limitation of using only

government personnel and provide an additional insight to

the effects of FMS policy changes on the DIB.

\
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR POLICY PROVISIONS

OF THE ARMS EXPORT CONTROL ACT OF 1976

PL 94—329

A. Grant Military Assistance

The bill makes substantial changes in US policy with

respect to the grant military assistance program (MAP).

For the first time since the inception of such programs in

the days immediately following the Second World War, the

committee has taken positive action to phase out grant MAP.

( To accomplish this the fill -

(1) Terminates the authority to furnish grant

military assistance effective September 30, 1977, unless

specifically authorized by the Congress in specific amounts

and for specified countries (Sec. 105);

(2) Provides for the termination of military

assistance advisory groups, military missions , or other

organizations of US military personnel performing similar

-• 
. duties under the Foreign Assistance -Ac t effective October 1,

1977, unless specifically authorized by the Congress (sec.

104); and

(3) Establishes grant military education and

- 
training as a separate authority (sec. 106).

106
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r The bill also prohibits the furnishing of security

assistance to any foreign government which engages in a

consistent pattern of gross violations of internationally

recognized human rights, except in exceptional circumstances

justified to the Congress (sec. 301).

B. Foreign Military Sales

• Enactment of this bill will also restructure US arms

sales policies to provide for increased congressional

supervision and review of all aspects of the foreign

military sales program. Specifically, the bill-

(1) Places an annual ceiling of $9 billion on

the aggregate value of defense articles and defense services

which may be sold by the US Government or by commercial

• 
~

- C entities in the United States (sec. 213);

(2) Restricts the sale of major defense equipment

to government—to—government transactions. To accomplish

this the bill defines “major defense equipment” (sec. 216)

and prohibits the issuance of a license to export major

defense equipment to a foreign country under a sales

contract in the amount of $25 million or more except in

connection with sales under the Foreign Military Sales Act

(sec. 212);

j (3) Requires an annual report estimating the

level of arms to be sold to each country, under the authority

of the Foreign Military Sales Act with a full and complete

• justification of how sales to each country will strengthen

r
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C the security of the United States and promote world peace

(sec. 209);

• (4) Requires reports to the Secretary of State

on political contributions, gifts, commissions, and fees

paid or offered or agreed to be paid, by any person to

secure arms sales whether through government-to-government

or commercial channels (sec. 604); and

(5) Requires a comprehensive study of US arms

sales policies and practices, both government—to—government

and commercial , and requires the President to report the

findings of this study not later than 1 year after enact-

ment of the act (sec. 202).

C. Other Provisions

( I The bill , moreover, contains provisions on a number of

other important international issues and problems. Among

them are provisions which -

(1) Prohibit the furnishing of assistance to any

nation or group ~for the purpose of promoting or augmenting

• the military capacity of the recipient to conduct military

or paramilitary operations in Angola, unless such assistance

- is specifically authorized by subsequent legislation

• (sec. 404); 
-

(2) Require the President, except in extra-

ordinary circumstances, to terminate all- assistance

authorized under the Foreign Assistance Act to any

- • - government which grants sanctuary from prosecution to any
• - •~ - ( _ ) •

• 
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• • . .individual or group that committed an act of international

terrorism (sec. 303);

(3) Establish US policy that no security

assistance should be furn ished to any foreign country if

the laws, regulations , official policies, or governmental

practices of such country discriminate against any US

citizen and prevent him or her from participating in the

• furnishing or sale of such defense articles and defense

services because of the race, religion , national origin , or

sex of such US citizen (sec. 302);

(4) Set ceilings on assistance to Korea, including

(a) a ceiling of $290 million for all types of military

• assistance for fiscal year 1976, the transition period and

• ~ 
(~ 

fiscal year 1977, and (b) a ceiling of $175 million on Public

Law 480, Title I, food over the same period (sec. 413);

(5) Express the sense of the Congress that the

President should enter into negotiations with the Soviet

Union in an effort to limit the deployment of United States

and Soviet naval, air , and land forces in the Indian Ocean

• region (sec. 408); -

• (6) Express the sense of the Congress that the

joint resolution relating to US technicians in the Sinai

(Public Law 94-110) and the authorizations in this bill do

not constitute congressional approval of any commitment,

understanding, assurance, promise, or agreement which might

have been made by any official of the US Government to any

government in the Middle East, other than the US proposal

;
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C government in the Middle East, other than the US proposal

for an early—warning system in the Sinai (sec. 401);

(7) Prohibit any military or security supporting

assistance , or foreign military credit sales to Chile

(sec. 406) and set a ceiling on the amount of economic

- assistance that can be furnished to Chile in fiscal years

• 1976 and 1977 (sec. 407);

(8) Provide relief and rehabilitation assistance

• to victims of war and natural disasters in Italy, Cyprus,

and Lebanon (secs. 402, 416, and 417);

(9) Express the sense of Congress that the

President immediately evaluate the food needs of Portugal

and provide assistance as necessary under relevant provisions

( of law (sec. 410);

(10) Call upon the President to communicate to the

Government of Mexico US concern for American citizens

arrested in Mexico (sec. 409); -

(11) Provide additional funds to the International

Atomic Energy Agency for strengthening its safeguards against

the diversion of nuclear materials and possible nuclear

proliferation (sec. 505); and

• (12) Legislate safeguards against illegal payments

‘1 to officials of countries receiving international security

assistance from US corporations, or attempts at extortion

(sec. 607)

r (U. S. Code Congressional and Administrative News: 1385-91)
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( APPENDIX B

TEXT OF THE STATEMENT ON

CONVENTIONAL ARMS TRANSFER POLICY

Issued by President Carter on May 19, 1977

The virtually unrestrained spread of conventional

weaponry threatens stability in every region of the world.

Total arms sales in recent years have risen to over $20

billion, and the United States accounts for more than one-

half of this amount. Each year, the weapons transferred

are not only more numerous, but also more sophist’.cated and

deadly. Because of the threat to world peace embodied in

• ~ 
(-
~ 

this spiralling arms traffic; and because of the special

responsibilities we bear as the largest arms seller, I

believe that the United States must take steps to restrain

its arms transfers.

Therefore , shor tly af ter my Inauguration , I directed a

comprehensive review of US conventional arms transfer policy,

• including all military , political, and economic factors.

After reviewing the results of this study, and discussing

those results with members of Congress and foreign leaders,

I have concluded that the United States will henceforth

view arms transfers as an exceptional foreign policy

implement , to be used only in instances where it can be

clearly demonstrated that the transfer contributes to our
1~~, 

~~

a , 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -



€ national security interests. We will continue to utilize

arms transfers to promote our security and the security of

our close friends. But, in the future , the burden of

persuasion will be on those who favor a particular arms

sale, rather than those who oppose it.

To implement a policy of arms restraint, I -am establish-

- 

• 
ing the following set of controls , applicable to all transfers

except those to countries with which we have major defense

treaties (NATO, Japan, Australia , and New Zealand). We will

remain faithful to our treaty obligations, and will honor our

historic responsibilities to assure the security of the

State of Israel. These controls will be binding unless

extraordinary circumstances necessitate a Presidential

~ 
exception , or where I determine that countries friendly

to the United States must depend on advanced weaponry to

offset quantitative and other disadvantages in order to

maintain a regional balance.

1. The d~1lar volume (in constant FY 1976 dollars) of

new commitments under the Foreign Military Sales and Military

- 
Assistance Programs for weapons and weapons—related items in

FY 1978 will be reduced from the FY 1977 total. Transfers

which can clearly be classified as services are not covered,

I nor are commercial sales , which the US Government monitors

through the issuance of export licenses. Commercial sales

• 
are already significantly restrained by existing legislation

- ~~ • I and Executive Branch policy.

- ;~
_
~

_ - • -~I C )
~ ~~~~~
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( 2. The United States will not be the first supplier

to introduce into a region newly—developed , advanced weapons

systems which could create a new or significantly higher

combat capability . Also, any commitment for sale or

coproduction of such weapons is prohibited until they are

operationally depoloyed with US forces, thus removing the

incentive to promote foreign sales in an effort to lower

unit costs for Defense Department procurement.

3. Development of significant modification of advanced

weapons systems solely for export will not be permitted.

4. Coproduction agreements for significant weapons,

equipment, and major components (beyond assembly of

subcompoments) and the fabrication of high-turnover spare

( parts) are prohibited . A limited class of items will be

considered for coproduction arrangements, but with

restrictions on third—country exports, since these arrange—

ments are intended primarily for the coproducer ’s require-

ments. -

• 5. In addition to existing requirements of the law,

the United States, as a condition of sale for certain weapons ,

equipment, or major components , may stipulate that we will

not entertain any requests for retransfers. By establishing

at the outset that the United States will not entertain

such requests, we can avoid unnecessary bilateral friction

caused by later denials.

6. An amendment to the International Traffic in Arms(
~r 

• • Regulations will be issued , requiring policy level
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( authorization by the Department of State for actions by 

-

agents of the United States or private manufacturers, which

might promote the sale of arms abroad. In addition ,

embassies and military representatives abroad will not

promote the sale of arms and the Secretary of Defense will

• continue his review of government procedures , particularly

procurement regulations, which may provide incentives for

foreign sales.

In formulating security assistance programs consistent

with these controls, we will continue our efforts to promote

and advance respect for human rights in recipient countries.

Also, we will assess the economic impact of arms transfers

to those less-developed countries receiving US economic

( ‘ assistance . j
I am initiating this policy of restraint in the full 4

understanding that actual reductions in the worldwide

traffic in arms will require multilateral cooperation.

Because we dominate the world market to such a degree , I t - 

-
believe that the United States can, and should, take the

• first step. However, in the immediate future , the United

States will meet with other arms suppliers , including the

Soviet Union, to begin discussions of possible measures for

multilateral action. In addition , we will do whatever we

can to encourage regional agreements among purchasers to

limit arms imports.

(
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1~ ! C APPENDIX C

INTERVIEW FORMAT

The answers to these interview questions are

intended to provide the researcher with a background and

data base for examining FMS policy changes. All questions

are to be answered with repsect to the company ’s aircraft

divisions with which you are familiar. Your answers will

be considered confidential and will not be identified with

a single source or office. Your help and participation in

these interviews is greatly appreciated .

(

(~
)
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( Topic - The following questions are directed at the

economic affects of foreign mili tary sales on defense

contractors.

1. What companies form the basis or source of your

information in answering these questions?

2. What percentage of these companies ’ aerospace

contracts are commercial , FMS, and DOD?

3. If FMS were deleted or significantly reduced , what

percentage of the company ’s foreign military sales of

aircraft and aircraft parts could be made up by commercial

or DOD business?

4. What is the annual dollar value of the company ’s

• ( foreign military sales of aircraft and aircraft parts?

5. What percentage of the companys aerospace division ’s

capital investments are made because of FMS commitments

or prospects?

a. Replacement equipment?

b. New equipment?

6. What is the annual dollar value of the company ’s,

aircraft division, capital investments?

7. The recent increase in progress payments from 80 to 90

percent was intended to improve the contractor ’s cash flow.

To what extent did this change improve the contractor ’s

cash flow?

0—20% 20—40% 40—60% 60—80% 80—100%

~: 
(j~
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C 8. To what extent did the change in progress payments

impact foreign mili tary sales?

9. What percentage of the company ’s aerospace R&D

efforts are directed towards military applications and

hardware?

10. What percentage of the company ’s aerospace R&D

• efforts would still be directed towards military

applications and hardware if FMS markets were deleted

or significantly reduced?

11. What is the annual dollar value of the company ’s

aerospace R&D efforts?

12.. To what extent does FMS reduce US defense contract

prices?

( 0—20% 20—40% 40—60% 60—80% 80—100%

13. In what areas or ways does FMS reduce the costs of

US defense contracts?

14. What risks does a company which participates in

foreign military sales incur?

(
‘

)
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Topic - The following questions relate to the deletion

of the one to four percent profit factor for FMS from the

weighted guidelines.

1. In your opinion what was the original purpose of

the FMS profit factor?

2. What was the average FMS profit factor awarded

prior to its deletion?

3. In your opinion why was the FMS profit factor

deleted?

4. Did the deletion of the FMS profit factor accomplish

its purpose?

5. Is it possible to recover profits lost by the

C deletion of the FMS profit factor in other sections of

the weighted guidelines? YES 
____ 

NO 
____

How?

- 
6. Can you suggest ways that the loss of the FMS profit

factor can be off set by other than the weighted

guideline?

7. What was the reaction of the contractors to the

• deletion of the FMS profit factor?

8. Since the deletion of the FMS profit factor,

have the contractors:

a. Negotiated their FMS contracts differently?

b. Demanded more profits?

c. Refused contracts?
(H

p d. Other?
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I
C 9. Did Profit 76 increase or decrease the profits

awarded on defense contracts? Increase 
____ 

Decrease 
____

To what extent? -

0—1% 1—2% 2—3% 3—4% 4—5%

( I  
- 

-

~1
(;)
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(. Topic - The following questions concern President

Carter ’s 19 May 1977 policy statement on conventional

arms transfers.

1. How familiar are you with the contents of President

Carter ’s policy statement on conventional arms transfers?

not at all very lit tle somewhat moderately intimately

2. To what extent could the aerospace divisions of

those companies with which you are familiar with increase

their foreign mili tary sales if there were no annual

ceilings on these sales?

0—20% 20—40% 40—60% 60—80% 80—100%

3. Can you give a dollar figure for this increase?.

-
‘ 4. What percentage of the current foreign military

sales by the company ’s aerospace division was developed

solely for FMS? -

5. What- percentage of the current foreign military

sales by the company ’s aerospace division is for

modifications to improve advanced weapon systems for

FMS?

6. To what extent will future FMS require coproduction - -

• as a condition of sale? (Percentage of FMS dollars)
- 

0—20% 20—40% 40—60% -60—80% 80—100%

7. Is the impact on the costs of other DOD programs

consi~ered in making the decision to sell one type of

• aircraft and not another in FMS markets?
-(
~~

‘- -1 
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8. What was the cost savings to the government

generated by the extra sales of the F-l6 after the

F-l8L was not allowed to be sold in the FMS market?

9. To what extent does the changes in unit costs

of aircraft generated because of FMS sales decisions

affect the different services fiscal justification of

• their respective aircraft programs? 
- •

(4 -
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TBI S P&aE IS PEST QUALITY PR&CTICAELI
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-
~~ Table 3-4

U. S. EXPORTS AND EXPORTS OF AEROSPACE PRODUCTS

Calendar Years 1960 to Date
(Millions of Dollars )

Exports of Aerospace Products
TOTAL
Exports Percent CivilYear of U.S. of Total -

Merchandise TOTA L U.S. Trans. Military
Expo rts ports ther

1060 $ 20,375 $ 1 ,726 8.5% $ 480 $ 609 S 637
1961 20,764 1,653 8.0 263 615 773
1962 20,431 1 ,923 9.4 259 651 1 ,013
1963 23,062 1,627 7.1 191 541 895
1984 26,156 1,608 6.1 211 553 844

1965 27,127 1,618 6.0 353 501 764
1956 29,884 1,673 6.6 421 614 638
196 7 31 ,142 2,248 7.2 611 769 863
1968 34 ,199 2,994 8.8 1,200 1,089 705
1369 37,462 3,139 8.4 947 1,080 1,111

1970 42,590 3,405 8.0 1,283 1.233 889
1971 43,492 4,203 9.7 1,567 1,513 1,123
1972 48,959 3,795 7.8 1,119 1,835 841
1973 70,246 5,142 7.3 1,664 2,124 1,354
1974 97,144 7,095 7.3 2,655 2,618 1,822

1975r 106,102 7,792 7.3 2,397 2,826 2,469
1976 113,323 7 ,659 6.9 2,476 3,2013 2,175

Sour ce : Bureau of t he Consu s , “ U.S. Ex ports , Schedu le B. Commodity and Countr y, ” t
Report FT 410 (Monthly); Bure au of the ConI ,ii , “ HighlIghts of U.S. Export and
import Trade ,” Report FT 990 (Monthly) ,

V Revised. •

p
• (Aerospac e Facts and. Figures, 1977/78 : 19)
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Table ~1--1 a

PAST SAV ING S FISCAL YEARS 1912.76

(htIlio nt of Current do l l ars) -

Total Research and Learning
Sav ings Deve lo 2-1ent Curve Overhead L ; . e ~~~~, Otrer

P160*1. Combat Tank 124 .1 1.9 0.0 59.5 0.0 62.7
$726, Coy-bat Engineer Vehicle 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 4).4
H60A1. Tank Chassis for AVLB 2.0 0.1 0.0 1.5 0.0 L . 4

Laun cher
AVIS Launcher 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 04. ’
AVL Srld ’30 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 O .C -

M1I 3AI AI’C • Fa~ i1y rol1-u~ 27.4 0.0 7. 7 15.6 2.5
SPB’ i’llO HOwitze r 14.5 0.7 5.4 6.7 1.,.
$578 R~cov.ry V ehi cle 5.8 0.6 4.2 0.5
SP 155l-~1,IlO9A1B How itzer 16.5 1.4 0.0 13.6 1 .4.
M88A 1 Recovery V e hic l e O..~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.(j 3.3
U ,SP.Hl6 3 (V uLC) Gun 5.8 0.0 0.0 5.3 C.3 C..
HI Heli copter Series 36.4 4.9 0.3 31.3 0.0 3.4.
Dragon 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 -~Tow 89.6 25.5 21.8 5.7 0.0
Chapp aral Launcher 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~~t,
Chappa ral (CM ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 i.~Huwk Mi ss ile Systr~ 25.3 8.3 5.7 11.3 0.0 U ‘2
Lance l ; iuslle System 10.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.l~Phoenix 191 15.5 1.2 0.3 C.i’ 2
Sidew inder (A1M-9t.) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 i.E 0.0
P.3 1.2 1.2 0.0 0.0 C t  0 .0

5-3* - 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 O.G  0.0
£.2C 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0
F-l4 229.2 168.6 20.6 4 0 . 1  0.0 0.0
A-? 1.5 0.2 1.3 0.0 0.0 O .C
Harpoon 22.0 3.4 4.6 10.2 0.0- 3.6
F.1S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
F.16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
f -S t/F 40.0 18.6 8.0 9.6 0.(i 3. 4.
Af,~AC5 0 .0  0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0 0.1
ADI.98 Hod , t o AIH.9S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.C 0. -i
Naverlci-. 5.6  5 .6  0.0 0 .0  C .0  C L
F.4E 299.4 25.4 1.2 263.8 9.0 0.0
Pave Sp Ike 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LOGO II 5.9 •0.O 0.5 0.0 0.0 5.4

Source: Department of Oefe nse

(Budget~~~ Cost Savin~~ to the Department of Defens e
Resulting From Foreipn Nilitar:, Sales: 8)
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- rBISPAOIISB~S’xquALtTY pRA.CflC.&BII
FROM OOPY F ~~1SF1~ D DO DDC

k
-f

Table k-lb

ESTIMATED FUTURE SAVINGS FISCAL YEARS 1977-81
- OifIlfons of current dollars)

Total Research and learn ing Pro~uct1~~Savings ~~ p-nent Curve Overhead Line G~~~ C l - ~r

1460*1, Combat Tank 335.7 3.9 0.0 216.2 0.0 1l ~ .2

- $720. Combat Eng ineer Vehicl e 11 .4  0.3 0.0 7 .2 0.1)
MGOAT . Ta nL Chassis for AVLB 7.2 0.2 0.0 5.8 C _ C i

Launcher
AVIS La unche r 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
AVL Bridge 11.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4
14113*1 APE . Fanfly roll-up 91.3 0.0 26.9 - 5 4 , 7  9 .5  - 0.2
SP8 ’ $110 Powitzer 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14578 Recovery Vehicle 5.1 0.6 1.7 2.8 0.0 0.0
SP 155t~1,M 109A1fl Fowitzer 53,9 2.3 5.9 37.3 8.4 0.0
M62A1 P.2covcry Vehicle 5.7 0.0 0.0 5.7 0.0 0.0
AA,SP,f-1163 (V ULC) Gun 17.9 0.0 0.0 15.1 2.8 .

Hi Helico pter Series 27.1 3.9 0.7 19.0 3.4. 0
Dragon 40.7 20.7 17.5 2.5 Ci .i) C .5
Tow 75.9  23.6 31.4 8 .0 - 5.0 7.4
Chapparal Launcher 17.0 4.5 8.6 1.6 2.
Chapparal (CM) 11,6 3 7 2.7 1.5 j .1 0.~J
H52:k Mittlic $‘st~n 63.5 23.4 9 3  30. 4. ~~~~
Lance Missile System 60.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 54.0 0.0
Phoen Ix 13 .5 0.0 4.5 1.2 0.0 7.8
Sidewinder (*114—91) 6.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

6.8 4.8 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0
S—3A 13 5 7.5 0.0 2.0 0.0 4.0
L.2C 

- 
16.6 6.8 0.0 98 0.0 0.C

F-14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~~.( A-i 4.1 ~
j .5 3.6 0.0 0.0 C L -

Harpoon 94.5 49.7 20.0 10.3 ~~~~ 14.4.
F-IS 70.1 40.0 30.1 0.0 u.o o.o
F-16 126.0 67.7 43.7 14.6 C .0 0.0

67.0 23.0 1 1.6 24.9 0.0 7.5
MIACS 338.6 219.! 118.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
A IM-gB Mod , to A IM— 9S 3.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6
Mave rick 114.8 17.2 58.5 0.0 34.1 5.0
F-4E 113.6 10.8 0.0 102.8 0.0 0.0
Pavc SpIke 1.0 1 - 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
102.fl II — 1.5 .7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7

Source: Department of Defense

(Budgetary Cost Savings to the Department of Defense
Resulting From Foreign i~TlT~~ ry Sales: 9)

I ’
h
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Table k—Ic

- ESTIMATED TOTAL SAV INGS *50 SALES FISCAL YEAR S 1972-81

(Plillio ris of Current Iollars )

Tot e) Total Reseu rch and Learning Production
Sales ~ yj~5s De.’elo~~ent Curve Overhead Ithe Gaj~ C~

1460A1, Combat Tank 1.232.7 459.8 5,8 0.0 275.7 0.0 1;~ .3
$725, Co 1bat Engineer Vehic le 26 .9 12.4 0.3 0.0 ~~~~ o.o ~ .?
P1150*1, Thnk Ch ass iS  for AV IS 46.9 9. 2 0,3 0.0 7.3 0.0 1.7

launche r
AVt B Laur.cher 53.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
AYL Bridge 10.5 0.5 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.5

• 14113*1 ARC - Family roll-up 1,345 .2 118. 7 0.0 34.6 70.3 32 ,0 1.0
SP8 $110 Hswit!er 21.8 14.7 0.8 5,4 6.7 1.6 0.0
11578 Recovery Veh icle 60.9 10.8 1 .1 5,9 3.3 0.6 0.0

• SP 155”l. M109A10 Nswitzer 241. 1 70.4 3.7 5,9 50.9 9.8 0.0
P188* 1 Recovery Ve hicle 84.9 6.7 0.0 0.0 5.7 0.0 0.0
U,SP.M1 63 (V~LC ) Gun 205.8 23.7 0.0 0.0 20.4 3,3 0.0
Hi Helicopte r Series 601.0 63.5 8,8 1 .0 50.3 3.6 d.C
Dragon 291.0 40, 7 20.7 17 .5 2. 5 o .c ~.o
low 670.7 165.5 49.1 53 ,2 13 .1 5.u t-’.-~
Cha pp arsi Launcher 133.0 17.0 4.5 8,6 1 .6 2.3 C L
Chappara l (GM) 58.0 11.6 - 3.7 2,7 1.5 3.7 6.0
Hawk Miss il e System 181.1 88.8 31j 15 .2 41.9 0.0 ~.c
lance M iss il e Sy s te~i 297.0 70.0 10,0 0.0 0.0 60.0 0.0
Phoen l~ 193.0 32.6 15 ,5 ~ 7 

1.5 0.0 9.9
Sidewinder (AIM-91) 34.1 6.1 0.0 6:1 0.0 0.0 0.0
p.3 249.1 8.0 6 .0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0
S—3A 350.0 13.5 7 .S 0.0 2.0 0.0 4.0
£-2C 111. 1 16.6 6.8 0.0 9.8 o.o o.c
1.14 - 1 ,412 .2 229.2 168 .6 20.6 40.1 0.0 0.0
A-i 206.3 5.6 0,1 ~~g 0.0 0.4) c.0
Ii~r73Cn 305. 4 - 116.5 53 .1 24.6 2u.a v.~ l~ .r

C P.15 240.0 70,) a D o  io 1 0.0 ( r.U- ,.‘.~~
F-16 885.6 126.0 67,7 i3:7 14.6 0.0 0.0

- F-SE/F 1.683 ,6 1 0 7.0  41 ,9 19.6 3 4 . 5  0.0 11,1

Ak’ACS 3,475.0 320.6 219 .8 118 3 0.0 0.0 0.0
*114-93 Mod , to AIM-9S 8.8 3.0 0.4 ~ 0.0 0.0 2.6
Mav eriCk 24 1.5 120 .4 22 3 58 5 0.0 34.1 5.0
F-4E 2, 142.0 4 13.0 36 .2 1. 2 366.6 9.0 0.0
Pave Spike 20.0 1.0 1 .0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(005 11 14.3 7.4 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 6.?

Source: Departrrent of Cofcnse -

(Budgetary Cost Savings to the De’oartment of Defense
Resulting From Foreign ililitary Sales: 101’
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Table 5—1
PROCUREMENTS FOR FOR liGN SECTOR 

-

- (Milli ons of Current DoIlar~)

• VIacal Vehuic les ~Year Group Aircraft Missil es Ships Wen~ons Ammunition F.Ieetron,es Tot al
1967 VMS 1 431 65 liii 141 66 11 974MAP1 21$ 31 10$ 162 95 69 736

Commercial 101 21 44 34 15 31 236• Total 619 145 332 327 -170 157 1,950
- 

1966 VMS1 316 322 a 15 69 795
MAP 1 242 44 21 133 76 66 590

• Conrmei’cial 122 31 3 43 26 24 259
Total 740 205 40 311 119 159 1 ,644

1969 VMS1 914 271 1$ 159 94 Il 1,551MAP1 195 46 17 802 49 38 449
CommercIal 14$ 4$ 3 26 15 14 251
Total 1.257 372 36 261 188 139 2 .251

1910 VMS1 362 II 56 105 106 173 920f - MAP1 139 1? 2$ 90 47 58 389
CommereIal 162 1? 27 59 50 $2 438
Total 703 112 111 245 203 313 1.741

-V 1911 VMS1 1.050 152 47 164 12$ 91 1,652MAP1 270 30 - 39 22$ 14$ 73 7*6
CommercIal 252 37 - 11 44 31 22 397t- Total 1,572 21$ 97 456 38? 186 2,631

1912 VMS1 2 ,214 261 50 350 235 132 3 .251
SlAP1 194 21 41 151 109 32 546
CommercIal 28$ 34 $ 46 30 11 423
Total 2 ,696 316 10$ 547 374 161 4 ,222

1973 VMS1 2 411 $15 $4 122 201 131 3, 716
MAPt 259 4$ ‘ 20 95 119 42 583
Comm .rclaI 232 7$ S 12 20 13 363
Total 2.910 941 112 229 346 166 4 ,724

1614 VMS1 4,540 769 1.131 1.510 625 323 9,904
MAP1 269 26 43 63 344 24 769

• CommercIal 256 43 64 • $5 35 16 501
Total 5 ,065 $38 1,244 1.51$ 1.004 365 10.t94

191$ VMS1 3,357 1,711 1,907 902 1.21$ 261 9. 406
MAP1 112 59 50 59 209 19 5*4
CommercIal 227 IS 129 61 82 19 636
Total 3,166 1.61$ ‘ 2,092 1.022 1.509 311 10,626

deleted from VMS snd MAP.

(The Defense Industrial Base: 35)
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conventional arms transfers.
The analysis of the effects cf FNS policy changes began

by examininc~ the effects  of FNS on the US economy , US
government , and the BIB. This portion of the research e f fo r t
provided the background for the evaluatio of the e f fec t s  of
FNS policy changes. This portion also found that FI4S has a

- 
I,, significant effect on the US economy , government , and BIB.

The final portion of the analysis is based on interviews
with government personnel associated with ~MS contracts.
The analysis of the interview responses indicated that the
FNS policy changes examined had very few short term effects
on the BIB. However , several of the policy changes examined
did have the potential to significantly affect the BIB in
the future .
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